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DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A COMPUTER
MODEL FOR STUDENT MANAGEMENT: Phases I and II

I INTRODUCTION-

One of the major advantages in computer-assisted instruction (CM) and computer-nianaged instruction
(CMI) is that they can be individualized so that students may proceed through a curriculum at their own
pace. In contrast to conventional instructional organization, where students proceed in a lockstep fashion,
a CM/CMI,environment enables students to proceed-at a pace consistent with their own abilities and .

motivations. Thus, slower students can have time to master material and will not get lost or retard the
progress otother students. Similarly, faster students will tend to get less bored when they can proceed at
their -own pace. By allowing for self-pacing, an instructional prograM gives students more autonomyand

can be more efficient than conventional pi-ograms that may necessarily be geared to the pace of the slower
students in the class.

. .
Although self-paced instruction has many advantages, it does introduce some problems needing

solution. Notably, if students are not given information regarding standards of performance, they may be
at a loss as to how to pace tbemselves through a course. A totally self-paced system can create administrative
problems as well if certain actions necessary at the completion of a course require preparation days or weeks
in advance and there is uncertainty as to when a student will complete the course. Furthermore, for CMI or
CAI to be run efficiently, it is important that students are progressing at a pace consistent with their ability
and that students'who are not progressing in such a manner are identified and appropriate remedial action
is taken. Remedial action may include provision of special assistance or application of incentives tied to
course progress. On the other hand, a schedule of incentives for rewarding exceptional rates of progress
through a course also requires that some criterion be established regarding student progress.

A staident progress management system (SPMS) can enhance the effectiveness of self-paced instruction
by providiiU information to students, instructors, an administrators on expected and actual rates of prog-
ress throu:AA, course of instruction. The student is informed of what is expected, the instructor is provided
information necessary for monitoring studeni progress, and the administrator is provided information
necessary for planning outprocessing activities., At the heart of such a system are the procedures by which
expectations of student progress are determined from baseline and initial performance information on the
student. The, individUal identification of expected perfonnarfce maintains the individualization of the instruc-
tional system while impling enough structure for efficient operation of the system in terms of optimizing

-''student flow.
. .

The Technical Training Division, Air Force Human Resources LaboratoryWHRL), Lowry Air Force
Base, Colorado, funded this study by Stanford University to develop and implement a mo41 of student
progress as part of a student progress management system in the Advanced Instructional System (AIS) A

implemented at Lowry. This report describes the results of-thedesig;n phases (Phases I andill) of the study j.
and includes recommendations for tasks to be carried out during Phase HI. Phases I and II consisted of a
review of pertinent literature, formulation of alternative models of student progress, evalultion of the.
models using actual data collected by the AIS, and recommendations for a system to be iplemented during
Phase III.

Section II contains a description of the models -Cif student progress that were examined and a descrip-

tion of the methods used in the evaluation of models; Section III contains a description of the results;
finally, Section IV contains the conclusions of the study and recOmmendatiOns forthase III. In the remain-

_7
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der of this chapter is presented a brief description of the MS implemented at Lowry AFB, including the
current student progress management system. The detailed report of the literature review is contained in
Appendix A. (

Overyiew of tht MS

The MS at Lowry Air Force Base now includes four courses: Inventory Management, Materiel Facil-

e-- ities, Precision Measurement Equipment, and Weapons Management. Each course consists of a series of
lessons grouped into blocks of instruction: To complete a lesson or a block of lessons, a student must
satisfactorily complete a lesson or block criterion progress check consisting of a written test, a performance

S.. '

test, or instruction certification;For,some lessons a number of alternative modules of instruction are avail-
able that differ in mode, and level of presentation.

Student assignments to lessons and modules are controlled by a computerized component of the MS
called the Adaptive Model. Assignments to lessons and modules are based on student characteristics and on
material and personnel utilization in ordeto -optimize overall system efficiency by minimizing predicted
student course dine and maximizing the use of course materials and personnel. As a result, the sequence of
lesson presentation and the type of module presented for a given lesson vary across students. The sequence
with which blocks of lessons are presented, however, is usually fixed across students.

The current MS system includes a student progress management component (Dallmanol ) that
was pilot tested early in 1977 af.uL Thn y implemented beginning in July 1977. jpredictive model tged in"&p
the student progress management com onent consists of a linear regression of course completion time on
baseline variables consisting of student demographic characteristics and"preassessment test scores. Predicted
course completion time can be converted ta targeted course completion time by a policy function which
can truncate extremely low or high predicted course completion times and can reduce or raise predicted
course completion limes by a fixed percentage. For example, at the present time predicted course comple-
tion times are decreased by a fixed percentage to take into account the two hours per day dug students are
to devote to study outside of the learning center. Once a targeted course completion time is calculated,
targeted time on a particular block or lesson is calculated by using the proportion of mean course comple .
tion time accounted for by the mean time on the block or lesson.

,

At the beginning of a course, a student is instructed on how to mike, his own Course Completion Map,
which plots his targeted completion times and allows the student to keep track of his daily progress in the
course. Two checkpoints are indicated on the Course Completion Map: at the end of block 2 ay 8 days
before the scheduled course complet,i date. The student has the responsibility to see his instructor at
.thee times to verify that he is progressing satisfactorily, and, in the case of the graduation date checkpoint,.
to et a graduation date on the calendar.

If a student's actual time to arrive at some point in the course is greater than his targeted time by a .

spe lied amount (2 days), the student is to initiate a Progress COunseling Session to confer with the
instiFctor regarding problems and potential solutions. Unless a student can convince the instructor that his

L targeted times are incorrect, the student and instructor will enter into a "performance cons-act" that

.
specifies the date on which the student will get back on the original schedule.

.
In the next section, we turn to a desci-iption of the specific models of student progress that we evalu-

ated and the methods used in the evaluation. 0 . ',. 2
r

alb
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II DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS AND THE METHODOLOGY

Description of the Models of Student Prdgress

Very few mathematical models of student progress were found in the process of the literature review
(see Appendix. A). In addition, past studies.(Larsen, Markosian, and Suppes, 1977; Wagner et al., 1973;
Malone et-41.,\11977) indicated that -relatively simple-mathematical models tend to provide the best predic-
tions of student performance. Therefore, the evaluation was restricted to the trajectory and milestone
models described below. These models were considered to be the best candidates based on the. find:: of
the literature review.

A trajectory model includes a hypothesized relationship between cumulative study time and cur:
tive achievement-Cumulative achievement is a construct representing a student's location in the curriculum.
It is generally measured on some index representing average student performance. If A represents the value
of the achievement index and T represents cumulative time, a trajectory model hypothesizes a functional
relationship between T and A:

T = f(A; al , a2 ... .. an) ,

where the ai are parame s. y estimatiii6 parameters, ont4ttempts to describe or predict a student's
trajectory through a course.

In a mileston e model, cumulative time to any particular milestone in a course is predicted directly,
without an achievement index as an intervening variable. Course milestones would consist of particular
identifiable points of interest in the curriculum, such as the completiOn of parti4ular blocks or lessons.

Models can be characterized by the kind of data used for predictions as well as by type. Baseline
models employ baseline variables that are available before a student starts on a course. Demographic infor-
mation such as age and sex, academic history such as number of years of s4;liuoling and highest degree
attained, and.lcores on cognitive and affective.tests administered before a studer entry into the course
may be incluc%d as baseline varia les. Performance models employ d2ta regardir, a student's initial perform-
ance on a course to predict subse uent performance. Performance variables may consist of tine to partic-
ular criteria or scores on tests. ed models, where both baseline and performance variables are included,
may alSo be formulated.

The specific models reported in the evaluation are described below under five headings:

Baseline Milestone Models (BMM)

Performanlvte Milestone Mo, (PMM)"

Baseline Trajectory Model's' 'BTM)

Pevforrnance Trajectory Model ;_?I'W,

Mixed Milestone Model (Mrif),

In the description of the models the following notation will be used': I

Xki = baseline variable k for student j.

= the cumulative time in the course for student j to complete the ith milestone.

= the cumulative achievement indei for student j after completion of the ith milestone.

tki =.the predicted cumulajive time in the course for student j to complete the ith milestone.

9;_
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Baseline Milestone Models .)
BMM1 Regression of Cumulative Times to Achieve Milestones on. Baseline Variables. The model

hypothesizes a linear relationship between cumulative time to achieve,each milestone and the baseline
variables. For each,milestone, say i, we would have:

tfi = a bik Xkj

BMM2 Regression of Course Completion Time on Baseline Variables. This model is identital to _

BMM1 in using a linear model to predict course completion time. Time to complete a particular segment
of the course, however, is predictedby using te....c.:Ario of mean time o complete the segment to iiiean
course

1,

completion time. If there are n milestones in the course, then curse completion time is expressed as

Inj = a n + id' b nk X kj -

-
,For any particular milestone i let pi = iii/µn, where

= the mean cumulative time to achieve milestone i

gn= the mean course completion time..

Then this model piedicts that for milestoni

tii=pitro

Pvforrnance Milest e Model

PMM Regression o Course Completion Time on Performance Variables. The performanCe milestone
model uses the cumulative times on the first i milestones to predict the cumulative course time:

, Inj = ai + E bin; tmj
m =1

Baseline Trajectory Models

BTMI linear Trajectorypodel. The linear trajectory model hypothesizes a linear relationship
betWeen cumulative.time

f
and an achievement index:

-
tij = aj + bjAii .

In turn, it is assumed that aj and bi have a linear relationship to thebaseline variables:

aj = e + EdkXkj
k

bj Xkj
- k

BTM2 Nonlinear Trajectory Model. The nonlinear trajectory model hypothesizes a linear relation-
ship between some power of, cumulative time and an achievement index:

//s,
tij /K aj bi A ij

- 12
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Again,:the

a
parameters Ki, ai, and hrare assumed tO'have &linear relationship to the preassessirient scores',

0 : ,.. --,..i.

Ferfohi.zaike Trajectory Mode

ZTM --flineafr' Trajectory' Model. This model correspon
ship between cuinulative tirne.,,and eumulitive achieveinent.

j art'est" tedc'ectly using .the firstl-obse'rved cu_ inulative ti
St dPlift j,ai"predictad to be: - ,

. . ..
0. t cry = aii t bpi 4,1; , 7--- . ,, '

- , ' ".
' , v *., ...

;using
.- ,,,,

/,using the Times on the first i milestones To estimate al; and bit.
"t, .

ever, in..,,,
mes. The.course completion time tn'i for,

1 in hypbttesiZing a linear relation-
this case, the pararneterxs al and:.

.

Mixed Milestone Model

The mined milestoriemotlel (MMM) uses thetaseline variables5s well as'the cumulative times on the
first i milestones to pr ;dict course Completion time:

-. i
r

.4-, . .-
- tni..-= ai + -.Z 1? tni t rnj. ÷ Z Cik Xic:i

4 .
in= 1 k

.;

OthelModels . v -
-..

N

Several othei models-were considered, but complete evaluatiOns were not conducted because inter-
.

m ediatesesults indicated that they were not viable alterni,tiies, As is pointed out in the literature review
in Appendix A, the results of Malone et al. (1977) in evaluating the.predictive fit of various trajectory
models indicated that the relatively simple models had the best predictive fit. Therefore, the models
Included in the evaluation were the more simple models that appeared to have the greateit chance of pro-

.
viding a good predictive fit.

aer

5.

The Data Base

Data and co esponding documentation were obtained for the Inventory Management (1M) course as

it had been implem nted in late. 1976 and early 1977. The data consisted of 15,259 records from the
Recent Data File (RDF), where each record contained information for a particular student on a particular
block of instruction. It should be noted that the data used in the evaluation of alternative models were
collected-in the absence of a student progress management system- At the time of data collection, the SPMS

was in a pilot phases-and not enough students had completed the course under the SPMS to permit use of

their data in the e Nation.

The IM course is organized into-six blocks of instruction. Each bloCk consists of a series of lessons,
followed'hy a period during which the student reviews the material on the black and takes the block test.
With the exception of the first block,.the lesson prior to block review consists of a "chief of supply lab.'
If the chief Of supply labs and block reviews -are counted as lessons, there are 61 lessons in the course,

organized as shown in Table 1. o

Each regor&fromthe RDF contained data for a particular block of instruction or contained summary

data for tht entire- course (block zero records). After preliminary tabulations of the data, a file was created
that consisted of data on 760 students wflo had entered the IM course during 1977 and had reliable block
elapsed time data for all six blocks of instruction. Reliable block times are defined as times resulting from
actual real-time system tracking: Table 2 shows the number of records retained at each step of the process

by which this.rile vas:created.

- 11 2'
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Table 1

NUMBER OP LESSONS PER BLOCK OF INSTRUCTION_
IN THE INVENTORY MA/sTAGEMENT COURSE

..
t .-.. . Black . Number of Lessons

..,

. L.- c. ' . - - . 5, ...- . -.:: 1 -,' 9 .

c- ' 2 "10. -

. r , 3 .,,f, 12 -.. .,

. 4- 9 .. " ...

- 125 ..,

6 ...., 9 la. .

STATISTICS ON EDIT OF THE RECENT DATA FILE

- Total -

Fable 2

v

Number of records on original file

Number of students represented'

Number of students repres,:nted.-who entered the course in 1977

Number of students who altered the course in 1977 who had
-records for all seven blocks

Number of above who had all preassessment data available ..

Number out of 760 students with all block elapsed times
(BELTs) reliable

15,259'

2,539.

998.

766

760

550

1

As was recommended to us, only students who had entered the IM course during 1977 were
'included in the evaluation. Also, students had to have finished the course, as indicated by the presence of
all seven bl9cks of information on the RDF, in order to be included. Since cumulative time to finish each
block wasia critical variable of interest, it was decided to Jude only those cases where all the block times
were reliable. This resulted in deleting about 30% of the s from the evaluation. The distribution of
included students by.course version is shown in Table 3.

- The tabulation. indicates that the great majority of studenti were in course version 1. This was the
course version where the Adaptive Model determined lesson sequences. On particu1ar lessons, it.cletermined
the module to e assigned, from a set of alternatives. Also, the student progress management system was
notimplemente 'in:_course verskm 1 at the time the data were collected. The subsequent tabulations will
include only the for the 368 students in courseversion 1 with all block elapsed times reliable.

d.
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Table 3

DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS BY COURSE VERSION

RL-TR-75-7

Course/Version

.
Numbe0Vith All
BELII-Aeliable '

Percent
of Total Total Number

-

7

d/ 1- --

.J.
2-

3

4

5

6

,
368 ..

10

33

43. .

52
. 44 -

550

...

72

59
. 70

7 77

76

. 69

/ 508 1'

17

47
/56

1"

,-/ 68
64

. .60

The file included the variables listed in Table,4. All,times on the file were expressed in minutes..In the,
creation of this file the following Conventions were followed: ,

If Measured Time to,LessOn Criterion (LTMC) was greater than 600 minutes or if the flags on the
RDF (LDPF and MLTR) indicated that LTMC was unreliable, then an imputed time was calculated
by multiplying the mean LTMC for the lesson by the ratio of the4im of the student's available
LTMCs to the sum of the corresponding mean LTMCs.'

Of the 760 students on the file, 81% had at least one LTMC that had to be imputeci..,:ihe
mean number of imputations was 4.6. Of all the lesson times, 8% had to be imputed. OF
the 368 students iricourse version 1 with all blo-ck elapsed times reliable, 68% had at
least one LTMC that had to be imputed. The mean number of imputations was 3.0, rep-
resenting 5% of the LTMCs for this group.'

The sequence of lesson presentation was determined using the date and time of day
(LCDT and LCTM) that the lesson criterion was met as indicated on the RDF. If LCDT
or LCTM was missing or if the sequence of lessons for a block was inadmissible as
indicated by the course hierarchy charts, the most common lesson sequence for the
block was assigned to the student.

Of the 760 students on the file, 83% had at least one lesson sequence imputed on the
first four bloCks. (The last two blocks had a fixed sequence of lesions.) In all, 41% of
the lesson sequences on the first four blocks were imputed. Of the 368 students in
course version 1 with all block elapsed times reliable, 77% had at least one lesson
sequence imputed on the.first four blocks and a total of 36% ofthe lesson sequences
on the first four blocks were imputed. Although these percentages of imputed
sequences are high, the effect on the analysis is probably negligible since sequencing
of lessons probably has a very small effect on time to criterion,-

If a block elapsed time (BELT) was equal to zero, or if the flag on the RDF (BLTR)
indicated that BELT was unreliable, then BELT was considered_missing and assigned
a value of -1.

. .

- _

. Preliminary tabulations indicated that there were relativelly large differences between the actual block
elapsed time variable's, defined.as block elapsed time.minus absence time, and the corresp nding sums of
lesson time to criterion. Table 5 summarizes the differences found.

13
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2

.Variable Title

.
Table 4

VARIABLES INCLUDED IN THE ANALYSIS FILE

Variable Label

Si dent 1.1)1'. SI
I

Cou Version* . CRSVSN

- Course Entry Date* CRSEDT
.

Module Number MNOLi

Sex* (b) SEX

Highet School Year HIYEAR
Completed* (b)

Student's Age at
Course Entry* (b)

Reading Vocabulary
General Scale* (b)

Reading Vocabulary
Scientific Scale* (b)

Reading Vocabulary
Total Scale* (b)

Pre-Course State
Curiosity* (b)

Pre-Course State STANX
Anxiety* (b)

Trait Curiosity* (b) TRCUR

ENTAGE

RVOCGN

RVOCSC

RVOCTL

STCUR

-Trait Anxiety* (b) TRANX

Internal - External IESCL
Scale* (b)

Test Anxiety* (b)

Preference for Audio
Mode* (b)

TSTANX

PREFA

4.3

AFHRL-TR-78-7

Deicription and Comments

UniqUe I.D. agigned to each student.

-Course version student enrolled in.

'Date student entered course, (Le., took
preasseisment).

Module number for 17 lessons where alternative
modules are available (i , 17).

Code representing 'student's sex.

Highest school year completed.

1
Student's-age in years, at course entry (rounded

nearest year).

Student's score on the readingvocabulary, general
scale (preassessment).

Student's score on;the reading voca urary
scientific scale (preassessment).

Stutlerit2s score on the reading vocabulary total
scale (preassessment).

Student's score on the pre-course state curiosity
scale (preassessment).

Student's score,on the pre-course state anxiety
scale (preassessment).

Student's score on the trait curiosity scale .

(preassessment).

Student's score on the trait anxiety scale
(preassessment).

. Student's scbre on the internal-external stale
(preassessment).

Student's scorfi on the test anxiety scale_
(p reassessment).

Student's score on the audio preference Stale of
the General Media Preference Test (preassessment).

*DoCumentation on this variable was taken from "DEP Variables List provided by 'AFHRL.
Note: (b) indicates the variable is included in the set of baseline variables.

14 16
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Variable Title

_Preference for Visual
Mode" (b)

so

Table 4 (Continued)
.

Variable label Description -and Corninents

PREFV

Preference for Printed PREFP
Mode* (b)

Experience with Self EXPSP
Pacing* (b)

Experience with EXPCI
Conventional
Instruction* (b)

IM/MF Reading
Subscale (b)

IM/MF Reading
Subscale 2* (b)

IM/MF Reading Total
Scale* (b) '

"IM/MF Liogical LOGREA
a.

CONFIG.

READS1

READS2

READST

Reasoning Scale* (b)

Concealed Figures
Scale* (b) .

Memory For Numbers = MEMNB
Backward Scale*,(b)

Memory fOr Numbers; MEMNT
Total Scale* (b)

Block Elapsed Time BELTi

CumUlative Actual
Block Elapsed Time

Measured Time Absent

Cumulative Block
AchieveMent Index

Measured Time to
Lessons Criterion

Cumulative Lesson
Elapsed Time

CABE L:Ti

Tli

CBAli

LTMCi

CLETi

2

Cumulative Achievement CAli

Student's score on the visual preference scale of the
General. Media Preference Test (preassessment). .

Studenes score on the printedsreference scale of
the General Media Preference Test (preassessment).

,
Student's score on the expeiience with self pacing

-scale of the General Media PreferenceTest
(preassessment).

Student's score on the experience with conven-
tional Instruction scale of the General Media
Preference Test (preasSessment).

Student's score on the .IM /MF reading skills test,
- subscale 1 (preassessment),

Student's score on the IM/MF reading skills test,
subScale 2 (preasseisment).

Student's 'score on the IM/MF reading skills test,
total scale (preassessment):.

" Student's score on the IM /MF logical reasoning
scrale (preassess-inent).

Stud 's score on the concealed figures scale
4,preasses errt).

Student's scorn on the IM/MF memory for numbers
test, backward, scale (preassessment). .

Student's score on the IM/MF memory for numbers
,test', total scale (preassessment).

Regular elapsed classroom time while student was
in block (i = 1, , 6).

Regular elapsed classroom time up to the coni
pletion of the ith block excluding absence time
(i = 1, . , 6). a.

Time absent during the ith block, (i.= 1, , 6).

Value of the achievement index at' the end of the
ith block = 1, ... , 6).
Measured time spent by the dent on lesson. i
until he first passed it (i = 1, . .." , 61). /
Measured time spent by the student until he first
passed the ith lesson presented to him = 1,

. ,61). .

Value of the achievement index at the end of the
ith presented lesson (i = 1, , 61).

*Documentation on this variable was taken from "DEP Variables-List" provided by AFHRL.
Note: ,(b) indicates the variable Is. included in the set of baseline variables.
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4,

Table

- .DIF, ER_ENCES BETnEN CUMULATIVE BLOCK
ELAPSED TIMES,AND CORRESPONDING.

CUMULATIVE LESSON TIMES TO CRITERION
(Mints)

Block Mean Difference S.D.'

1' 187 1 266

2 538 475

3 1185 839

4 -1538 978

5 1968 1151

6 221,8 1210

beie

AFHRL -TR-18-7

Discussion with AFHRL personnel indicated that differences are due piimarily to: 4.\ . .
e. .

InClusion dradministrative lost time due to shift open and close at the `block level and not
at the lesson.level.

Intermittent omission of block remediation time after a failure on the initial block test.

After some further tabulations:Of such variables are Measured Materials Remediation Time (T3), it
was decided+) carry out the analysis-separately on 'the block elapsed times and on the lesson time to
criterion to see wheiher prediction using one of theses sets was better than prediction using the other set.

Summary statistics for the variables included in the analysis are tabulated in Appendix B. These
include means and stindard-deviatiOns as well as selected correlations among variables.

The 24 variables indicated by. a "b" in the "Variable Title" column in Table 4 comprised the set
refeired to as baseline (or preassessment) variables in the description of the models. A few other preassess-
ment variables that appeared on the RDF were excluded from the evaluation because of lack of variation..

Procedure for Creating the Achievement Index

An index of achievem-e,nt was needed for the trajectory models. Aftef considering alternative
approaches to defining the achieVement'index, it was decided to use mean lesson'time scaled by mean
course completion time. That is, each lesson was assigned an achievement. value by dividing the mean
measured time to lesson criterion by the sum of the mean measured times to lesson criterion. The ratio was
then Multiplied by 100 so that the cumulative achieVement index. would indicate the percentage of the
course completed at any particular time. In this way, the achievement index islinearry related- tothe mean
cumulative time to complete each block, calculated by summing the appropriate lesSon times:

Table..6 shows the value of the achievement index at the end of each block of instruction and the
cumulative block times normalized-so that total course time.equals .100. Differences between the achieve-
ment index and the normalized block times are extremely small, indicating that the values of the index at
the end of blocks would have been virtually the same if the block elapsed times had beeik used.

16 -- 18
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Table 6
r

ti . COMPARISON OF THE ACHIEVEMENT1INDEX AND

.
The table also gives the mean and standard deviation of the percentage of cumulativelesson time at

the end of each block for the 368 students in course version I. The mean cumulative percentage of time

spent to finish each block corresponds closely to the cumulative achievement index.

Parameter Estimation

The SPSS software as operationalized on the IMSSS PDP-10 was used to generate parameter estimates.
For the milestone models, the cumulative elapsed times served as dependent variables in a stepwise

regression on the specified independent variables. For the baseline trajectory models,, a two-stage approach

was used.-In the. first stage, parameters were estimated for each student: The estimated parameters were
then entered as-dependent variables in a stepwise regression with the bavline variables as independent
variables. In the performance trajectory models, the parameters were estimated for each student separately

using the initial cumulative elapsed times.-

The regressions that included the baseline variables were conducted in two runs. In-the first run, the
stepwise regression included all 24 baseline variables. The results of this run were examined and a second

run was made that included only the most salient variable, that is, only thoseat increased the square of
the multiple correlationcoefficient by at least .003. This criterion was selected to reduce the number of

1- -variables in the final equation; it tended to reduce the number of baseline variables from 24 to less than

10. The criterion is rather liberal in including variables that contribute relatively little to the regression.

Evaluation Measures

Since deviation of elapsed fine from targeted time is critical to the student progress management

system, the-evaluation measutesiwe I selected as functions of the distribution of residuals, defined as

observed elapsed time minus predicted elapsed time. The statistics generated for each model included:

less than

10. The criterion is rather liberal in including variables that contribute relatively little to the regression.

The mean residual
.

The median residual

Since deviation of elapsed fine from targeted time is critical to the student progress management

system, the-evaluation measutesiwe I selected as functions of the distribution of residuals, defined as

observed elapsed time minus predicted elapsed time. The statistics generated for each model included:

The mean residual
.

The median residual

1717
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c
. The standard deviaiiiiriof the residuals

The mein absolute residual

fi

The root mean square residual.
r . -,-.. i It c'

For`the baseline models, these statistics were generat63 for cumulative elapsed time to the each
block. For the performance models, they were generated for -cumulative elaps.ed time to course

.

--,,;,, completion. .
. .

_ - ,_ .).

.\

AFHRL-TR-7-8-:7
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III ,RESULTS '41
'-.----

The res of the parameter timation are described below for each model: Comparisirms of the

goodnessiof fit and predictive acc acy of the models are thtn made.e.

4 Results for.BM41/41'

%!'"

.

Table 7 retain' s the summary statistics for the regression of the' cumulative block elapsed times on the .
,

.."- . baseline vadat,' es.%The value of the multiple codelation coefficient, R2, has-very little change between the

Ill ith all variables entered and the run with only themost salient variables entered (see Section II for a

description ?f the methodology). The R2 Nue s stay relatively stable across blocks, with the loWest value

of .24 forthe first block. The R.24alues indicate that the preassessment scores are accounting 'for between

24% and 30% of the variance of the cumulative block elapsed time. This corresponds to a multiple.correla-

. tion coefficient of between .49 and .55.The standard errors of estimation also indicate, as might be expec-

I ted, that the error in estimation increases with blOck number. We expect this'effect because the magnitude - i

. of the cumulative block times will be increasing with block. number. -
'

-, . .

The variablef that en,tr tire stepwise regression the initial steps and account most of the R2
,

include total score on the LM/MF reading skills test (READST), sex; and the score on the experience
with conventional instruction scale of tlie General Media Preference Test (EXCPI).

The statistics shown in Table 8 on the regression of cumuldtive lesson time to the end of each block

on the baseline scores are similar to those at the,block level. The multiple R does tend to decrease somewhat

.
between the firsand sixth block. The three variables that entered the stepwise re essfon first at the block

.it>
level also enter first at the lesson level. Table 9 shows selected regression statistics a the end of lessons where

. all students would'have been presented the same set of lessons. The first few lessons in Block1 have

extremely loii R2 values, but hy the fifth lesson the value of R2 is already up to .28.

Results for BMM2

The BMM2 model does not require additional regression runs. It merely uses the BMM1 results for course

'completion time.

Results for PMM

Table 10 presents the statistics on the performance milestone model at both the block and the lesson
levels. In this case, the dependent variable is the remaining time to course completion and the independent

vAiables are initial cumulative block or leison times. F.or comparison, the regression statistics' for course
"-----lcarilkoletion time on the baseline milestone model are also included.

The column labeled "R2" contains the square of the multiple correlation of the course completion

time with the initial cumulative times. The column...labeled "R2 for Remaiping Course Time" contains the

square of the multiple.correlation of the remaining course time with the initial cumulative times. The
standard error of estimation is the same for both the case when course completion time is the dependent
variable and the case when remaining course time is the dependent variable. Under the column labeled
"Mean Time Remaining" are the average times remaining in the course at the end of each block. This

column is included for reference to indicate the magnitude of time remaining.
a .

At both the block and the lesson levels, there is a substantial increase in the R2 values betweenthe

baseline regressions and the regression using the performarce information on the first block. Of course, the

KvV
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At the end of
-_block:

R2 with all ..
Variables - .

entered

R2.on the
truncated
run

'-
Standard error
of estimation

AFifi2L-TR-78-7

.Table 7

SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR THEREGRE:SSION OF THE CUMULATIVE
BLOCK ELAPSED TIMES ON THE BASELINE VARIABLES

5

. ,-"' -

.30, - .

.24 .30 .30 30

389. 743 1231
V

1466

s

.29 .28

. 6:

30

1739

.28

1888

Variable entered
(p(2)

gtep 1 READST (.09) READST (44) READST (.14) READST (-13) READST (.13) READST (.12)

2 - SEX (.16) SEX (.20) . SEX (.20) SEX (.20) SEX . (.19) SEX ('.18)
i.

.
. . .

3 11:1.EMNB (.14LOGREA (.24) EXPCI _(.25) EXPCI (.25) EXPCI (.24) EXPCI (.23)

6

7

8

_9

10

EXPCI (.20)

LOGREA (.21)

- TRCUR (22)

HIYEAR (.22)

RVOCTL (23)

STCUR (.23)

STANX (.24)

EXPCI (.26) LOGREA (.26) LOGREA (.26) LOGREA (.26) kOGREA (.24).

TRCUR (.23) TRCUR (427) TRCUR (.27) TRCUR (.27) TRCUR (.26)

HIYEAR (.28) IESCL (.28) IESCL A(.28)

STOUR (.29) STCUR (.29) STCUR (.29)

TSTANX (.29)k HIYEAR (.29) HIYEAR (.29)(.29)'HIYEAR

(.30)IESCL (.30) MEMNT (.30)

IESCL (.28) IESCL* (.26)

STCUR (.28) HIYEAR (.27)'

HIYEAR (.29) STCUR (.27)

TSTANX (.29) TSTANX
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Table 8

SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR THE REGRESSION OT.THE CUMULATIVE
LESSON ELAPSED TIMES ON THE BASELINE VARIABLES

AFHRL-1178-7

AT the end of
1 2

R2.with all
variables ,
entered

R2 on they
truncated
run

Standard error
of estimation

.30

6..29

- .30 ,

28 .27.

286 n 582

Variable entered I.
,

(R2)
. . . .

.
Step 1 READST (.12) . READST (.12) READST (.11,) READST

931

2 SEX (.18) EXPCI (.17) EXPCI (.16) EXPCI

3 . EXPCI (.23) SEX (.21) SEX (.21) SEX

4 RVOCGN (.25) LOGREA (.23) LOGREA (.23) TRCUR

TRCUR (.27) TRCUR (.25) TRCUR (.24) LOGREA

6 STCUR (.27) TSTANX (.26) TSTANX (.25) TSTANX

7 TSTANX (.28) STCUR (.27) AISTCUR. (.26) STCUR

8 HIYEAR (.29) HIYEAR (.27) ObNFIG- (.26) CONFIG

9 RVOCGN (.28) PREFP (.26)

10 PREFP (.28) PREFV (:27)

5'
./4

26

.25 " .23

.23 . I

1149 1336 1468

IREADST (.10) READST (.10)

(1 6) SAX (.14)
---i

SEX (.14)

(.21) EXPCI (.19) EXPCI (.18)

(.22) TRCUR (.20) . TRCUR (.19)

(23) LOGREA (.21) LOGREA' (.2

(.24) .CONFIG (.22) CONFIG (.21)

(.24) TSTANX (.22) HIYEAR (.21)

(.25) TRANX (.23) STCUR (.21)

HIYEAR (.23) #TSTANX (.22)
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Table 9

C
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..,.
STATISTICS. FROM THE REGRESSION QF CUMULATIVE.LESSoli TIME

ON BASELINE VARIABLES FOR SELECTED LESSONS- -

Block

i, 1
..),, . , ,

,,,!-. Standard Errbr . Mean
of , : Cumulative

Lesson R2: EstiMation LesSon Time

1

2

I .

2.

5

13*

1

2

..10

.17

.28

.28

.24

.9

53

67

139

286

314

345

96
178

47!

1033

1133

-1263
3 .29 357 1304
8 .29 533 2149

12* .29 559 2316
13* ,28 582 2378
12* .26 908 3921
13* .27 931 4024
12* .25 1120 = 4982
13* .25; 1149 5063 ,

5 5 ..24 1241 5571

12* .23 1312 6133
13* .23 1336 6250

6 5 .22 1424 6809
13* .22 1468 7186b

0

*A "12" represents the Chief of Supply Lab; a "13" represents the block review, consisting of the blI)ek test
and rernediation.

2422
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Table 10

STATISTICS FROM THE REGRESSION-pF COURSE TIME ON INITIAL

APHRL- TR -78 -7

BLOCK OR LESSON TIMES FOR THE PERFORMANCE MILESTONE MODEL

.
.

' Block Level
.

R2'
'

.i

Standard Error
of

'Estimation
f 'Mean T" a

Remaining

RF fot
Remaining
Course Time

Baseline .28 4888 9405

Block: 1 .50 1554 8185 t .34

2 .74 1116
'r

6490 .46

3 .89 731 4195. .42

4 .94 .535 2804 .39

5 .98 294 0 1187 .21

Lesson Level
Standard Error R2 for

r of Mean Time Remaining
R2 Estimation Remaining Course Time

Baseline .22 1468 7186

Block: 1
_

.51 1152 6154 . .35._

2 .67 951 4808 .34

3 .84 654 3162 34
4 .` .92 481- 2124 .28

5 .98 258 936 .27

gain in R2 for predicting course completion time using succeeding cumulative block times is necessary since
cumulative course time is the sum of cumulative block time and remaining course time. But the R2 for
predicting remaining course time is also much larger than the R2 for the baseline regression.

In any event, the standard error of estimation 'decreases by about 300 minutes between the baseline
regression and 'those using the performance data on the first block. The standard errors continue to
decline at the end of each subseqUenfblock, indicating the rate at which increasingly accurate prediction,
of course completion time can be made, given information on performance on succeeding blocics".

Table 11 presents the regiession statistics for the performance model at the lesson level for .each
lesson included in the analysis. By the fifth lesson, the R2 value is higher than that found 'in the baseline
mil stone models and the standard error. of estimation is much less. The average cumulative time to
accctnplish the fifth lesson was 471 minutes, which constituted about 7,4'of the entire course.

Results for Erna
The results of the parameter estimation for the linear baseline trajectory model are described in two

parts: how well the trajectory model fit the data for individuals, and how well the baseline variables could
be used to predict the.estirnated parameters. ,

23
25
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Table 11

STATISTICS-FROM THE REGRESSION OF REMAINING COURSE TIME ON
lNITIAL LESSON TIMES FOR THE PERFORMANCE MILESTONE

MODEL FOR SELECTED LESSONS

R2 for
Remaining

Course Time

.07

.18

31

.3'5'.

35
36
36
36
35::
.34

32

.

-Block

r'

Lesson

,

R2 ..

.

Standard Error
of

Estimation

1 1 .09 1564

2 .21- 1462

. 5 .38 1288

. 13* .51 1152

2 1 .52 :-. 1139 ' -..'

2 .56 1098

3 .56 ' 1093

8 .65 965

12* .67 959

13* .67 , 951 '
12* .83 686

13* .85 , 654
12* .91 502''

.,13* .92 481

5 5 .95 369 -

12* .97 284 °

13* . .98
t

258

6 5 .99 143

-7

34
.28.:

.28 0

.32

30
_27,

.. ,
, .19.

*A 4"1" corresponds to the Chief o'f Supply Lab; a "13" corresponds to the block review.

a

A
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The first" question is addressed by estimating the parameters of the model for each student
individually and using the:parametv estimates to generate expected cumulative times. T-he second

question is addressed by trying to predict the estimated parameter values tiikrig the baseline variables.

Table 12 presents the goodness of #t statistics for cumulative block and cumulative lesson

time at the coMpletion of each block, uskig the a and-b values estimated for ea h student individually.
The goodness of fit statistics used here are the same as those used in the comparison of fits: the mean,
stanard deviation, median, mean absolute, and root mean square of the distribution of residuals, where the
residual is defined' as the-observed time minus expected time in minutes. The results indicate that the
trajectory model provides a good descriptive fit-to the data at'Soth the bloCk and'thelesson levels. The
values Of the mean and median residuals ate relatively small across 13fozks, indicating negligible bias. The

valus of the mean absolute residual and the root mean square.residual are unifonnly small, indicating a

good fit to the data.

The mean and standard deviation across students of.the parameters at the block and lessonlevel

are given in Table 13. The model, as we formulated it, relates cumulative elapsed time, t, to a linear

function of achievement, A:

t = a + bA

In this formulation, the parameter b indicates the amount of time it takes to movethrough 1% of the

course material. It would be expected that the .parameter a would be close to zero, and this indeed is the

when it is recalled that the entire course length averages 9405 minutes using block elapsed time and,

71 Minutes using lesson elapsed time. The differences in the magnitude of the estimates of b between

.the block and lesson levels of analysis may be attributed to the differences between the two leiels in the

estimates of course lengthR-

,
The statistics o, the goodness of fit of the regression of the trajectory model parameters on the

baseline-parameters are presented in Table 14. Judging from the extremely low values of the square of

multiple,correlation coefficibts, .11 and-.13, and the large standard errors of estimation, the fit appears
41-rather poor for the estimate of a. The estimate of b is a bit better, with the Square of the multiple correla-

tions of .26 at the block level and .18 at the lesson level: How the adequacy of fit of-a and b translates into

the adequacy of fit on cumulative times will be discussed later in the comparison of models. The first three

variables to enter the estimation of the b coefficient -- the total score on the IM/MF reading skills test.

(READST), sex (SEX), and the score on the experience with conventional instruction scale (EXPCI)

entered first in the baseline milestone model regressions-as-well. The trajectory model thus appears to pro-

Ade a good descriptive fit of the data and leads to prediction of progress on the basis of the same baseline

variables as are usedin the milestone model.

Results for BTM2

The BTM2 model, expressed by the equation tIc = ai + hiA, was evaluated only at the block level fOr

--reasons that will be discussed below. The parameters in this model were estimated by finding the' a and b

coefficients for .selected-c ranging from .3 to 1.9 in increments of .1). The value of KA that

minimized the sum squares of the residuals was taken as the estimate of the lcparameter and the
associated a and b estimates were assigned the corresponding values.

25 --
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Table 12

AFHRL-TR-78-7

GOODNESS OF FIT STATISTICS FOR THE LINEAR TRAJECTORY C.,

-MODEL (BTM1) AT THE BLOCK AND LESSON LEVEL
: ,- -

1,
Block Level

..

.,

Block

4

Residual statistics
Mean 13. i a-45 32 2

Standard deviation 221, 178 272 234
'Median" . 34 -42 -9 -1
Mean absolute

...
163 128 195 175

Root mean square, 221 183 274 234

Lesson Level

Residual statistics
Mean -10 24

.
12 -12

Standard deviation 134 176 21,7 174

. MediaD -10 21 17 0
Mean absolute 103 134: 167 133

Root mean square 134 177 217 175

5 6

34 -36
156 243
24 . -21

120 I86
160 245,

:

-10 ' ' -13
148 307
-15 711

117 242
. 149 307 -

Table 13

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE-ESTIMATED PARAMETERSOR
THE BASELINE TRAJECTORY MODEL 1

(n = 368)

Mean S.D.

Block Level

a -121 464

b

Lesson Level

96 23

q.

a 50.7 . 297

1; 72. 17

- 26 - 28
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f K that minimizes the residual sum of squares is given in
.0. Of all the students, 22% had aNalue of K = 1.0 that

values between .8 and 1.2, inclusive.

dex was defined, it is not surprising that most of the,.
as based on a standardization or mean lesson times so
ual.to the percentage of course time spent on the

y 1 for most students indicates that the pro-
sestends to be stable across students.

e trajectory model (Larsen, Markosian, and Suppes, 1977),
t the values of K, a, and .13 are highly dependent. For example,

ted b coefficient as a function of K.-The range in the mean

ca = of the way in which the achievem n

val es of cluster about\l. The achievement ind x
t each lesson was assigned an achievement v e

esson. The fact that the optimum IC value w ppr
-portion of time spent on a particular part of

As was found in another examinati
when Kis estimated individ

le
value

.11k.

the estima
e

b e

mean valulW the es
the b coefficient from .7 for K = .5 -to 477766 for K = 1.9. This dependence may

e explained by the wa hick; K e ers the model. as an exponent of time. For a given observed course

length, the value of the a and b coefficients would be expedted to increase as K increases.

Table 16 presents the summary statistics on the descriptive fit of the nonlinear trajectory model. The

low values of the mein and median indicate that' the biasin the model is negligible. The values of the mean

absolute residuals and root mean square residuals indicate a good fit to the data. Comparison of the

statistics in Table 16 with those in Table 12 show that the nonlinear model improves the descriptive fit .
substantially for the first and last blocks.
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. Table 14

STATISTICS FROM THE REGRESSION OF THE LINEAR
TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS ON THE BASELINE VARIABLE5

AFHR.1.-TR-78-7

Dependent Imitable

,
..

a

Block Level

b

a

a

Lesson Level

R2 with all baseline
variables .11_ .26 .13 .20

R2 with.truncated set .10 .26 .11 .18

Standard error of
estimation

' A

'445 20 282 16

Variable entered (R2)

Step 1 READST (.03) READST (.11) RVOCTL READST (.08)

2 SEX (.06) EXPCI (.16) HIYEAR (.08) EXPCI (.12)

3 MEMNB , (.08) SEX (.21) STCUR (.09). SEX (.16)

4 LOGREA (.09) IESCL (.22) EXPCi. (.10) TRCUR (.17).

ENTAGE (.09) , TRCUR (.23) SEX (.11) LOGREA (.18)

. 6- STCUR (.10) c'READST (.24) TRCUR (.11) CONFIG. (.18)

RVOCGN (.10) HIYEAR (.24).

8 ENTAGE (.25)

9 STCUR (.25)

10' MEMNB (.25)

11 TSTANX (.26)

28
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Table 15

STATISTICS ON THE ESTIMATE OF THE.
COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION OF K

AFHRL-TR-78-7

K Mean S.D. N--.7_
.5 .7 .06 2.

.6' u 1.9 .35 17

.7 .' 5.0 .89 27

:8 '13.5 - , . 2.24 43

.9 35.7 7.09 64 -

1.0 94.8 22.45 t 79

1.1 .257.2 66.93 60

1.2 721.7' .210.07 38

1.3 1767.9 436.88 17

1.4 4881.0, 1104.23 9
1.5 .10723.9 4597.95 6

1.6 38168.0 w 17598.96 4

1.7 89632.0 - 1

1.8 477766.2 - 1

.

Table 1,6

GOODNESS OF FIT STATISTICS FOR THE NONLINEAR
TRAJECTORY MODEL (BTM2)AT THE BLOCK LEVEL

Residual Statistics

t.

Mean. 5

Standard deviation

Median

Mean absolute

Root mean square .

Block

1 2 3

, 20 -62 35 12 39 -45

74 195 146 152 154 . 116

10 -29 "., 18, ' ..31 -40

57 139 103 116 118 95

76 205 150 ,, 153 158 124

.
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Estimation of K, a, and b using e baseline variabllh presented major problems. Because.the
-value of K corresponds tothe exponent of the dependent variable, estimation of. the three parameters
separately would not be fruitful. if

One alternative that waS.etplored was-to attempt to predict K using the baseline Variables and, then
to estimate a and b as a fiinction;of K. As a first step, K was entered as the dependent variable in a stepwise
regression with the baseline variables as independent variables. '.

The results of the regression, however, indicated that the baseline variables were poor predictors of
K. With all the variables entered in the regression, the. square of the multiple4orrelation coefficient was
only..13 and the standaid error ofAstimation was .2. With such poor prediction of K and the sensitivity of
the nonlinear model to the value of K, the nonliriear model does not appear to be useful for predicting
Student progress. Augmenting the trajectory model with a nonlinear component apParently improves

,,, v
the model frioni:the point of view of describing the data base, but makes the model too sensitive for pre7
dictivepurposes.;

Resultsfor FTM

. Table 17 presents the means and standard deviations of the parameter estimates for the baseline
trajectory model at the end of each block. The estimates at the end of block I are left blank in the block
level analyses because the PTM model requires at least two points ofobservation. The model, it may be
recalled, is:

t = a + bA,

where t is cumulative time, A is cumulative achievement, and a and b are parameters to estimated. For
the block level analysis, the mean of the estimates of a are consistently negative, but with a very large stand-
ard deviation. Forthe lesson data, the mean of the estimates of a are substantially closer to zero, with much
smaller standard deviations. The lower-standard deviation of the estimates of a at the lesson level is probably
due to the larger number of data points that enter into the estimation. For example, at block 2 there are 2
data points for each student at the block level and 19 data points for each student at the lesson level.

Another point that maybe noteworthy about Table 17 is that the standard deviation in the estimates
'oft, decreases substantially between the initial block and block 5. At the-block level, the decrease is from
30 ininutes.to 24 minutes; at the lesson level the decrease is from 25 minutesto 18 minutes. The decline

in-Table-13, when the. 6 data are included in the estimation.This decline as... . .

probably due in part to 'the increase in the nliniheeof data pointiaCiO'sS'bioakIt mar.a.t.sO indicate that
the learning rate is becoming more homogeneous over. time. Note,"however, that the parameter related to

b;still has aather large standard deviation..

Results for MMM-

-of

.

. .
Table 18 contains the summary statistics for the regression of remaining cumulative course time on

both the performance and the baseline variables. Comparison of these data with those presented in
Table 10 for the performance milestone model indicates that the baseline variables add iTry.little in
predicting course completion time in addition to what is explained by the performance variableS, At.the

-block level, the standard error of estimation decreases by about 100 minutes as the:result of including the
baseline variables at the end of Block 1. In all other cases, the improVement in prediction is negligible.

, .

30

32
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Table 17

AFHRL-TR-78-7

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE ESTIMATED PARAMETERS F6172.
THE PERFORMANCE TRAJECTORY MODEL

(n = 368) 4

At the end
of Block:

Block : Lesson

a a 3
Mean

2 -64

-140

4 -133

5 -140

S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

- / .
-4 ' 69 75 25

386 92 30. -1 101 74 22

413' 96 28. 17 159 ..... 73' 20

41'0 96 26 31 '. 202. 72 19

428 96 24 45 257 72 18

Table 18

STATISTICS ON THE REGRESSION FOR THE MIXED MILESTONE MODEL

Truncated Run
Number of Base. .Standard Error

line Variables R2 on 'of
Entered Truncated Run Estimation

Block Level

Block 1 6 .57 1449

2 1 .75: 1.105

3. 0 -
0

Note: "-" indicates no baseline variables entered.
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Comparison of the Baseline Models

The goodness of fit statistics for the three baseline models are arrayed in Table 19 for the block level

analysis ancPin Table 20 for the lesson level analysis. The goodness of fit statistics indicate that all three
models fit the data to about the same degree. The mean residuals are uniformly,small, at both the block

and the lesson levels. Themedian residuals are consistently negative and consistently exceed 100 minutes

for Blocks through `6. Relative to the magnitude of. the mean absolute residuals and the root mean square,
residuals, however, the medians appear relatively small; and the bias in the models does not appear to be

large enough to be a factor in model selection.

. The mean absolute deviations and the root mean square deviations increase substantially over blocks

for all models. These statistics are about five times larger at-the end of the sixth block than at the end of
the first block. Of course, this is a direct...reflection of the relative magnitude of the cumulative time to the
end of the course versus.the cumulative time to the end of the first block.

Comparison of the Performance Models

The predictive accuracy statistics for the two performance models are arrayed in Table 21 for the

block level and lesson level analyses. The statistics are for the distribution of observed minus predicted

course time using baseline data and time-to-Criterion data up to the end of each block. There is no entry
for Block I for the trajectory model at the Block level because this model requires at least two observatiOns --

for purposes of estimation.

j The predictive accuracy statistics indicate that the performance milestone model is better at predicting
cotiise time than the trajectory model, both at the block and-lesson levels. For all blocks, the mean
abscRute residualand the root mean square residual are much higher for the trajectory model than forhe
milestone model. In fact, the size of these statistics indicates a lag of about onehloCk between the, two

models. That is, it takes about one more block for the trajectory model to meet the accuracy of the mile-

stone model.

The performance trajectory model also has a rather large bias in the first few blocks. At the block

level; the large positive Values of the mean and median residuals at the end of Block 2 indicate a positive

bias, which means that the model is predicting too low a value for the remaining course time. At the
lesson level, the large negative values for the mean and median residuals at end of Blockl and d Block 2

indicate a negative bias, where the model is predicting too high a value for the course time. 'Also, it is

interesting that at the leisOn level the mean absolute residual and root Mean square residual are larger for

. the performance trajectory model at the end of Block 1 than for the baseline trajectory model.

One explanation for the differenCe in predictive accuracy between the trajectory and milestone model's

is that 'the milestone model tends to rely heavily on the most recently obServed cumulative time, whereas
the trajectory, model tends to 'rely. on all. observed cumulative:. times: Timis, the lagin the predictiVe..

'accuracy statistics for the tiajectoty model maybe attribUted to the'weighting thatthiSmodel
cumulative times. In any event, the performance imleStonemodel appears to.be SuPerior.to'ihe performance
trajectory model, at both the blockand the lesson levels.
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Table 19

GOODNESS OF FIT STATISTICSV
BASELINE MODELS: BLOCK.

HE THREE
ALYSIS

k 3.

.asiFHRL-TR-78-7

- . .

". N

stimi
Mean

Standard deviation'

Median

Mean absolute

Root mean square

BMM2
. c;.

Mean

Standard deviation

Median.

Mean absolute

Root Mean square

BTM

Mean

Standird deviation

Median

Mean absolute

Oot mean square

384

-39

280

384

397

-47

290

396

13

393

-L6

c- 283

92

1

734",

'-80

556

733

746

-79

575

745:

-45

735

-96.

561

735

' 1216

.7-28 '

952_,

: 1214,

1227

-114

963

1225

32

1217,

1.

949

1215

;;.

1448

- 0

1448

-135-

1146

1446

1454

-138

1155

1452

1446

-136

1146

1444

0.
0

.

'1717

.

1368.

1715

-
1 720

-151

1372

1718

34

1714

-72

1365

1712

.0

1865

-117

1480

1862

0

;865

,1-117

1480

1862

-36

1865.;

-83

1477

1863
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Table 20

GOODNESS OF FIT STATISTICS FOR THE THREE BASELINE MODELS:

1-7 LESSON LEVEL ANALYSIS; AT THE END OF.EACH BLOCK
r

Block

. -
! 2 3 4 5

BMI

Mean 0 0 0 0 0 0

Standard deviation 283 574 918 1136 1320 1450

Median 32 75 108 166 121 131

Mean absolute , 220 450 735 .927 1069 1178

Root mean square 283 573 917 1135 1318 1448

BMM2

Mean . 3S 63 42 12 7 0

Standard deviation 295 589
-

932 1143 1322 1450

Median 4 6 -83 201 142 131

Mean absolute 234 470 751 942 1071 1178

Root mean square 297 592 932 1142. 1320 1448 r

-BTM

Mean 10 24 12 11 10 13
Standard deviatIon

...
286 582 928 1142 _ 1327 1461

Median 37 43. 122 .. 239 165 150

Mean absolute 222- . 458 747 , 937 1070 1187..

Root mean square 286 582 927 1140 1325 1459 .

The mean absolute deviations and the. root mean square deviations increase substantially over blocks. for all

Models, 'These. statistics are about five. times ;larger at the end of the sixth biock than at the end of the first
block. Of course, this is a direct reflection of the relative magnitude of the cumulative time to the end of

the course versus the cumulative time to the.end the first block:

cr
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Table 21

GOODNESS OF FIT STATISTICS FOR THE TWO
PERFORMANCE MODELS: BLOCK LEVEL AND LESSON LEVEL

Level, Model, and
Residual'Statistics

Block

Milestone

Mean

Standard deviation

Median

Mean absolute

Root mean square

Trajectory.

Mean
i

Standard deviate

Median

Mean absolute

Root mean square

Lesson

Milestone

Mean

Standard deviation

Median ,

-Mean absolute

Root mein_ square

Trajectory

Mean

Standard deviation

Median

Mean absolute

Root-mean' square

.
Baseline Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 . Block 5

S

0 . 0 0 0 0 0

1865 1552 1113 728 532 292

-117 -105 -68 -59 -20 / -29

1480 . 1219 875 563 415 230

1862 1550 1112 727 532 292

..-36 - 222 -75 -54 -68

1865 1529 969 728 458

-83 316 , .29 .8 -

1477 1134 710 543 351

1863
.. - 1543 970 729 462

i
.. 0 0 0 0 0 0

1460 1146 938 643 470 251,

-131 2 16 -71 -37 -21

1178 915 768 514. '375 196

1448 -1144 937 642 470 251

-13 -280 -232 -124 -66. -26

1461 1823 1297 907 691 477

-150 -204 -260 -111 -95 =32

1187 1411 1042 .332 554 378

1459 , 1842 1316 914 693 - . 477

Note: Each column contains thetoodness of fit statistics for remaining course time using the cumulative
performance data through the specified block.

35 - 7
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W CONCLUSIONS. AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions Based on the Results of the Evaluation

Based on the results of the literature review summarized in Appendix A, trajectory and milestone
models of student progress were formulated and evaluated. The evaluation, using block elapsed times and
lesson times to criterion, was conducted separately on 368 students who had completed the Inventory
Management Course early in 1977. Four models were evaluated using baseline data only; two modelsktveie
evaluated using performance data only; and one model was evaluated using both baseline and performance
data.

.

Although the nonlinear trajectory model provided the best descriptive fit to the data, it was found
to be a poor predictive model because of difficulties in prediction of the exponential parameterK. None
of the other three baseline models appears to be substanti superior to the other two on the basis of the
predictive goodness of fit statistics. In particular, the BMM model, which corresponds to the model used
in the currently implemented SPMS, was comparable in accuracy of prediction to the other two models.

. For the performance. models, the milestone model was substantially better than the trajectory model
in predicting course completion times. The trajectory model appears to need performance data on an
additional block to achieve the degree of accuracy in prediction displayed by the milestone model.

In comparing the results for the baseline milestone model with those for the performance milestone
model, it is evident that prediction of student progress can be made more accurately from initial yerform-
ance data than from baseline data. This result is consistent with whafi.vas found in several other studies
included in the literature review (Wagner et al., 1973; Yeager and Kissel, 1969; Wang, 1968), namely, that
the best predictors of student progress are those that are most related to the course content.. A measure
of actual performance on an initial segment of a course, then, will be.a good predictor-of student progress
if the course is relatively homogeneous in the the types of skills that are necessary for learning the contents.

For the Inventory Management Course, the accuracy of prediction of.coursecompletion time can be
improved by using initial performance data. For example,-when the block elapsed time on-the first block
is used to predict course completion time, the standard error of estimation is 334 minutes less than the
standard error of estimation using the baseline data:Using the first two block elapsed times as predictors,
the standard error of estimation is 772 minutes less than that derived using the baseline data (see Table 10).
Of course, the amount of time remaining in the course is also .decreasirig at the end of successive blocks.
Nevertheless, the increase in precision of prediction of course completion time is appreciable..

Finally, on the basis of the results for the mixed nillestOne model, it may be concluded that aug-
menting the performance data with baseline variables as predictors modestly improVes the precision of
prediction at the end of the first block. However, at the end of Stibseciuent blocks, the baseline variables
do not'add substintially to the precision of prediction obtained using Perforniance data alone.

Other Considerations

As was indicated in Section I, the AIS currently has a student progress management component
that was implemented in July 1977. In considering recommendations for Phase 1.11 of this project, it is
valuable to review some of the initial results, found for the currently implemented system, as reported by
Dallman and Grau (1977). Comparisons of performance data between students who were in the IM
course before the implementation of the SPMS with students who were in the course after the SPMS was

-implemented indicated:
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The average block elapsed times for the SPMS students were about 10% lesrthan the
average blocicelapsed times for-the non-SPMS students.

There was a definite decrease in block grades and a definite increase in first-attempt
failure rates when the SPMS was implemented.

Dallrnan and Grau'srecommendations focus on what course managers, supervisors, and instructors
can do to improve the management system. Apparently, the procedures for gerierating the target completion
times, including the prediction equations, were found to be satisfactory.

Recommendation for Phase III

Our recommendation for Phase III is to implement a form of the performance milestone model on
the AIS to augment the currently implemented baseline model. The currently implemented model provided
about as good a predictive fit as the other baseline models that were'examined. Therefore, there is no
reason to modify the procedure for predicting student performance based on the baseline data alone.

Our evaluation confirms what many researchers have found (Wagner et al., 1973; Wang, 1968; Yeager
and Kissel, 1969), namely, that the precision oprediction of student performance increases as a function
of the relevance of the predictor variable to the course content. By taking initial performance measures on
the course itself, it would' be possible to improve prediction of performance on the remaining course
material, if the material is reasonably homogeneous throughout the course.

Within the currently specified level of effort, Phase III would consist of the following tasks:

(1) Familiarization with the coding aEd design of the MS, with special attention paid to
- the Adaptive Model and the student progress management sy.stem.

(2) Consultation with AFHRL and other personnel at Lowry regarding implementation of
the model.

(3) Formulation of specifications for integrating the performance model into the existing
AIS, resulting In a detailed integration and design document.

(4) Implementation of the modificationi using CAMIL and testing for reliability.

(5) Briefmg of course personnel on model output.

- (6) Evaluation of the model.

(7) Preparation of the final report_

The performance model as implemented could be utilized in several different ways. At a minimum,
updated, predictions could be used in the' scheduling of the administrative outprocessing activities and irF

:Progress counseling sessions.

The updated predictions could also be used.in a'modification of the current student management
system. For example,rather than students being provided with their targets foithe entire course, they
could be informed in astepwise fashion. They would be giventheir target times on the first block or the
first few blocks based on the baseline model,.. The targets on each subsequent bloCk could then be provided
on the completion of the prior block using the performance model prediction's..

Under this scheme, provisions would need to be made to preclude increasing target times for
students not working up to their capacity. For example, predictions could be set as the lower of those
generated from preassessment data and those generated from performancg data. Or they couldb-e
established as a weighted average of the two predictions.

\

Va
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An alternative use for the performance model would be in the determination of when progress
counseling sessions are necessary. The current SPM'S specifies progress counseling sessions in the eventthat_
a student falls two days behind his targeted path through the course. This could be replaced by a criterion .

that is a function of the difference between a tudent's targeted completion date based cm- preassessment
data, ind a student's projected completion date 'ased on his performance. This type of criterion could be
more sensitive to lags in. performance at the beginning of the course. For example, aprogxess.counseling
criterion of a difference of two days between the baseline model and performance model predictions_of
course completion time would translate into a difference of substantially less than two days between
observed and predicted times on the first or second'blocics. This app each would be equivalent to setting
criteria for differences in learning rates rather than differences in learning time..This approach could lead,
to earlier detection of students in need of progress counseling and remedial instruction.

.J

1

-J
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40
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Appendix A
LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review covered two area relevant to the management of student progress: (1) mathe-
matical and cOnceptugmodels of student progress; and (2) incentives and intervention strategies to help
improve student motivation or study Methods. The emphasis was on the review, of models' f student prog

ryress since the prima thru.stOFthe_ project Was 'on.the formulation, evaluation, and ultimateimplemen3ation
of such a model. The review of interventron strategies was intended to provide, insight into how the thodel'
of student prOgiess could be used in the-context of the Advanced InitruCtional Systein.

Description of the Literature Search

The literature search used both computational and manual methods to identify references that were
potentially relevant to the project. Comptiterized searches were made through the following files:

_ -

. Smithsonian Science Infdrmation Exchange (SSIE) Current projects by definition.

Resources in Education/Current Index to Journals in Education (ERIC) 11966 through
May 1977:

Psychological Abstracts .1967 ttudugh April 1977.

Computer and Control Abstracts (INSPEC) 1970 through May 1977.

. National Technical Information Service (NTIS) -1 1964 through Issue 11, 1977

Quarterly. Bibliography of Computers and Data ProceSsing 1968 through 1976:

4 Technical AbstraCt Bulletin 1969 through May 1977

The search- strategy was designed to match the concepts of computer-Assilted and Computer-managed
instruction with the concepts of adaptive control, optimization, mathematical models, and related terms.
An attempt was made to restrict citations for applications of computers to instruction in the military and
technical domains; but this proved to he todlimiting. Therefore, the dOMain of instruction' was not used

. as A delimiter in the computer search in order to include as many potentially' relevant sources as possible.
ti

Themanual search included examination of recent issues of selected journals, r w of bibliographies \
in referenCes already identified, identification of references frOm conversations with experts in the field,
and requests made to_ librarians supervising specialized collections.. .

the titles and available abltracts of all the references p;odueed from both the compute'rized and
manual searches 'were scanned for relevance. From thousands ofreferences, about 400 remained.after the- _

initial scan. About 40 of these were then selected as the Mbst'relevant-for'this particular project These 40;
plus the references listed in the Request for Proposal, were then,reviewediri detail in-preparation for the
literature review that follows.-The review is organizea intO four'Sections: perspective on individualized
instruction, -models of student progress, incentives and intervention strategies, and conclusiOn.

,

Perspective on Individualized Instruction

The AdvanCed Instructional System at Lowry AFB is based on a strategy of individualization of .

instruction. Cooley and Glaser (1969) define individualized education as "adapting instructional practices
to individual requirements." In the case of -the. Advanced InstructAinal System, individualization is j
achieved by the self-pacing of instruction and by providing alternative modes of instruction on selected
'lessons.
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Gibbons (1970) traces -the development of individualized instruction to-before the turn of the' . ,...,

century, where it originated-primarily as a reaction to the conventional age-graded educational system.
Sass (1971) cites the wait df Washburne (1922) as an early attempt at individualization of instruction: ....

Washbume's idea was to reverse the constraints on time and achievement in an educational-Pi:6gram.

Rather than having fixed blocks of time for instruction and allowing achievement to .vary,,Washburne-T-

advocated that...an ducatiOnal program be designed so that all students attain a specified level of achieve--
ment. In more resit, years,-.Carroll (1963) and Bloom- (1968, 1976) have extended and refined this
approach in their work on mastery learning.

. .

..
. At present, individualization of instruction is one of the most nonainant concepts in-educational'' .

innovation and reform.. This emphasis is due in part to the increasing application of computer technology
to education; which hasMade it possible to process the large amOunt.of data necessary to truly individualise'
instruction and provide immediate feedback and-guidance to the student (Suppes, '1964; Cooley and Glaser,:

1969). .

As the concept. of self-paced instruction has been increasinglyaccepted, much research has gone into

examining rates of progress. Some of this work een directed toward determining whatfactors are
related to rate of progress in a curriculum (Wang 68, 1970; Yeager anrelated 1969; W g and Lindvall,
1970). Related work has been concerned with.niod ling and predicting rate of progress (Wagner, Behringer,

and Pattie, 1973; Suppes, Fletcher,-andZaBotti, 1975, 1976; Malone. et al., 1977) Other work has been
concerned with alternative strategies for optimizing rate of progress CAnderson, 19 6; Wang, 1976).

In the next section, we turn to describing the models of student progress that hake been developed

and summarizing their descriptive and predictive adequacy. We then briefly review some of the most

relevant literature on incentives and intervention strategies.-

Review-of Models of Student Progress

The- references regarding models of student progress may generally be categorized by their degree of

specifidity. A number of studies have takena conceptual approach to the development -of models of student
progress,-the object being the development of a framework for a theory of instruction. In other cases, the
authors specify aXiOTILS, or assumptions' regarding the processing of information and derive specific functional
forms for the 'relationship between achievement and elapsed time In the former category are included work

by Carroll (1963), Bloorn (1976), and Cooley and iLohnes (1976). ,In the latter category are included work by
Suppes and his associates (1975, 1976); Chant and Lienberger (1974), and Hicklin (1976).

A distinction that has been made by Suppes,,Macken, and*Zanotti (1977) is that between studies at
the microscopic level, concerning learning of specific types of material under specific types of reinforcement
schedules, and studies 'at the global level, where the focus shifts from protocolsof responses on specific
trials to mean performance over substantial geriods of time. The psychologiCal literature is replete with
studies at the microscopic level of detail. However, these studies are of little use ein-the endeavor to develop.

a model of student progress appropriate t.The MS. Therefore; only therriodeli at the global level that
would appear to have some use in the current project are included in the literature review.

The three mathematical models ire first described; this is followed by a description of several con-

ceptual models; finally, the results of prior evaluations of mathematical models are IleScribed.

Mathematical Models'of Student Progress ,

, Each of the threelotial niodels of-student progress are based on assumptions regarding how stUdents

process information. The three models are:, the trajectory model (Suppes et al:, 1976), the dynamic
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"brium model (Hcklin, 1976), and the generalized Thurstone, model (Chant and Luenberger, 1974).

The Trajectory Model

Suppes,-Fletcher, and Zanotti (1976) begin with five assumptions regarding processing of information. .

dy (t)
Let y(t) = the position of the student in the course and k(t)=--

dt
--- =.the student'srate ofprogresS through

through the course; A(t) = cumulative amount of inforinatiOn introduced in the course-up to time and
A(t) = the rate of introduction of information; and s(t) = the student's rate of processing or. sampling
information. The five axioms may then be expressed as follows:

Axiom 1: s(t) = ki A (t)/A(t) for some constant kl.

Axiiim 2: Upon introduction of a new piece of information at time t, for a small
intervalof time h, s(t +11) = s(t) [s(t) s(o)] s(t).

Axiom 3: The probability that a new piece of information is introduced for a given
student a.t.time t is independent of t and the previous introduction of _

-information.

Axiom 4: y(t) = k2 A(t) for some constant k2.

Axiom 5: 3*P(t) = k3 A(t) for some constant k3.'

t.

In their diScussion of the axioms, Suppes et al. state that`they are least.satisfleilwith Axiom 2
because of "the absence of a more fundamental qualitati characterization of the rate assumption
expressed in-this axiom." They felt that the other four ams have a "natural intuitivecontent that does
not-require explicit discussiOn."

The basic equation for the trajectory model,

y(t) = b tk t

was derived_from the five axioms. It was stressed that this relationship between course position and elapsed
time was stochastic rather than deterministic; that is, it represented what would Occur on the average foa
given student.,The.parameters b, c, and k were meant to be estimated separately by itudent rather than as

.)`
a function of group data

The Dynamic Equilibriu, m odel

1-ficklin's(1976) dynamic quilibrium models are based on the assumption tht at any particular:time
I there. are 'N units of Material. at

N1(t)7-- the amount of material yet to be assimdated

.N2(t) = the status of the individual

N3(t)= the amount of material in the lost category.

Then.N= N 1(t) 4 .1 N, T :2(t) + N 3(0 .



HS basic assumption is th.at during a time interval, at, N2(t) will increase in proportion to the amount of
Material to be assimilated, N1(t), and will decrease in proportion to the student's current status, N2(t).
Under these assumptions and the initial condition that N2(0) = 0, the "basic. differential equation of
dynamic equilibrium theory" can'be derived:

dNi(t). = kiNi(t) 7 k2114i (0 for some constants k and k2.
dt

Underalternative assumptions regarding the values of k1 and k2 and what happens to lost material, .

Hicklin derives three models:

Case I: Under the assumption thaik = 0, N3(0) = 0, and N2(0) = 0,

N2(t) =N(1 e-k2t).
13,

Case II: Under the assumption that lost material reverts to the unassimilated
state, k2 * 0, and N2(0) = 0,

Case III: Under the assumption that k2 *. 0 and N2(0) = 0,

N2(t)- N\k1k2k2) (e-k2t e-k t)

Generalized Thurston?Model

The model of Instruction /Learner Interaction proposed by. Chant and Luenberger (1974) was a
generalization of Thurstone's model. Thurstone's model (1930) was based on assumptions regarding th
relationship of the state of the learner, p(t), and the number of potential successful acts, s(t), and fail'

. acts, e(t), in the learner's repertoire at time t The function p(t) represents the fraction of total learn
and by definition:

Assuming that

s(t)
s(t) +.e(t)
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the basic differential equation of Thurstone's model/can be derived:
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dp(t) 2k
dt m

(p(t) [1 p(t)} ) 3/2

The function p(t) is asymptotic to p= 0 as t decreases and to p =1 as t increases. It is symmetric about
p 1/2-

Chant and Luenberger generalize the Thurst one model by proposing the following differential
equation to specify the slate of the learner::

dp(t) = u(t) ag[p(t)] ,
dt

where the fUnction g is assumed to be continuous and to approach zero as its argument approaches zero
Or one The function u(t)is called the instructional input variable and is assumed to represent the effect of
instruction: The-function.g(p) is-called the characteristic learning function and represents characterfStiCS of
the learner and the material to be learned. The variable a in the formula is constant for each individual and
is intended-to represent the student's aptitude.

Conceptual Models of Student Progress

In contrast to the detailed mathematical models described in the previous section, the 'conceptual
models.- schemes for examining the variableS relevant to school learning. As such, they incorPorate
more faCtors, than do the mathematical models, but they lack the'peciflaity of the Mathematical Models.
The relevance of the conceptual models.to the current study is in providingperspective regarding the role
of "time to learn" in past research. Wagner et al. (1973) attribute the use -of "time tb learn". as a critical
variable in modern educational and training research to a model ofschool learning developed by .IOhn
Carroll (1963).. According to Carroll's model, the degree of learning a given task is a function of the amount
of time spent on learning the task and the amount of time needed. to learn .the task. Thus Carroll's model.-
embodies :Washbume's idea of rarding time as a Variable ratherthan as a given quantity. "Time spent,"
in Carroll's-scheme, depends on opportunity; perseverance, and aptitude; "time needed".depends
aptitude, ability of the student to understand instruction, and quality of instruction.

"Opportunity" and. "quality of instruction ". are attributes of the educational environment. The
former is measured by the amount of time allowed for learning; the latter is defined with respect.to the
efficiency of instruction andiSasseSSed-by the degree to which the amount of'time needed to learn is

minimize&

"Perseverance," "aptitude," and "ability to understand instruction" are attributes of the individual:
student,."Perseverance" is related to astudent's Willingness to spend the time necessary for learning the

. task; "aptitude'," in CaPoll's sCheme,is.defined:as,"the amthint.of-time needed to learn the task under
optimal instructional conditions"; and ."abiliti.to understand instruction" was considered to be a factor.
dependent ongeneral intelligence, and verbal ability.

The-importance Of Carroll's model was in regarding time as a major variable in. predicting the degree

of learning. Ihns aptitude was defined with regard to the time necessary to master a task rather-than the
leveLof mastery within a given time.
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Carroll's model-has served as .a basis for paradigniS .cleveloPed by Cooley and Lohnes (1976) and by.
Blcf8m(1976). The Cooley and Lohnes model was intended to provide a theoretical frainework for
evahiative inquiry. As such, it was oriented toward assessment of group rather than individual processes
and outcome& Their model retained the "opportimity" component of the Carroll model, but did not retain
the emphasis on "time to learn." For example, "time spent" and "time needed" were not retained as
intervening factor&

Bloom's (1976) extension of Carroll's scheine ha's direct relevance to the AIS at LOwry. The variables
in his paradigm consist of three major, components: (1) cognitive entry behaviors, determining "the extent
to which the student has already learned the basic prerequisites of the learning to be accomplished ";
(2) affective entry characteristicsdetermining "the extent to which the student is (or can lie) motivated
to engagein the learning process"; and (3) the quality of instruction, which indicates "the extent to which
the instruction to be given is appropriate to the learner." All these factors interact on the task to, be learned
to determine-the nature of the learning outcomes: thlevel and type of achievement; the rateof learning,
and affective outcomes.

Bloom s primary thesis with regard to his model is that both sitident characteristics and,quality of
instruction be modified to achieve a higher level of learning for individuals and groups. Quality of
instruction can be evaluated by the qualities of cues, participation, and feedback in instruction. Bloom
emphasizes the use of feedback and corrective procedures.as onjt way of ensuring a high quality of instruc-
tion. Furthermore, Bloom prOvides evidence that "gives siipporttoa strong inference that quality of.
instruction has an effect on the learning processes of students as well as on their learning outcomes"
(13. 135).

SpecifiCally with respect to learning rate,, Bloom states that "when studentS are provided with the
time and help they need to learn and when this produces positive entry characteristics (cognitive and
affective), students not only become better able to learn, they also become able to learn with less and less
time" (p. 191). Bloom cites results from a number of studies of maseery. learning (Block, 1970; Arlin, 1973;
Anderson, 1973) as evidence for his claim.

CA

He notes that a student's learning Characteristics can be altered positively or negatively at practically
any point in a student's history, but that the potential for positive change is highest on the learning tasks
that are early in a Series, Thus, Bloom's model includes an interaction component between a student's
leanting characteristics and the quality ofinstruction. A high quality of instruction, meaning the use of
feedback and corrective procediiregl early in a sequence of learning tasksnan, according to Bloom, improve
student efficiency in subsequent tasks and can reduce the variation in learning rates as well.

Past Evaluations of Mathematical Models of Student Progress

Of the three mathematical models presented earlier, neither Hicklin nor Chant and Luenberger
present evaluations of their models with regard to descriptive or predictive adequacy. On the other hand,
Suppes and his associates have conducted a number of studies of the trajectory model. (Siippes, Fletcher,
and Zanotti, 1973, 1975, 1976; Larsen, Markosian, and Suppes, 1977; and Malone et al., 1977).

In the three references by Suppes, Fletcher, and Zanotti and the reference by tarsen, Markosian,
and Suppes, the goodness of fit of the trajectory model is:assessed using data collected from a variety of
student pdpulations: 297 deaf students On a CAI mathematics curriculum (Suppes et al.,;1973, 1976);
69 American Indian children attending a Bureau of Indian Affairs school and participating in a CAI
mathematics program ( Suppes et al., 1975); and 42 Stanford undergraduate students enrolled in CAI in
elementary logic fLaisen et al..; T977).

\
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On all three sets of data, the authors feel the modelgiyes an adequate fit to.the data. The most
rtant parameter in fitting the data is the power factor lc_ Under the assiimption that the power factor

k is constant across students, the goodness of fit is about the same for a rather broad range of values Of.k.
The-aktends to.bd substantially improved by allowing k to yark.across students: .

In the first two studies cited, the distribution of k across students is flavor even U-shaped,'showing .

a great deal of variation across students.In theIast StudY,On the other hand, the. distribution is concentrated
in a short interval. .

./`
For k fixed, the correlation, between the other two parameters, b and c, is very low. When all three

parameters are eStimated, however, high correlations among the three are found. This lastresult is not
surprising since.changing the value of khan the effect of changingthe scale as wellas the shape of the
trajectory..

Some re.sults.on using the-trajectory model forprediction.of perfonnancearecontained in the
article by Larsen eal, (1977) and further results are contained in an.unpublished manuscript by Malone
et al. (1977). Larsen et al. (1977) examine two forMS of the trajectory modet topredict course comPletion
time using perforniance times On initial lesSons. One form requires.that alfthree parameters be estimated;
the other form assumes the .power factor k to be given and fixed across students and only reqUires individual
estimation of the remaining two parameteri. For the initial third of the course that consisted of a total of
30 lessons, the model assuming a fixed k provided substantially better course completion time predictions
than the model that required k to be estimated for each individual student. For the remainder of the
course: both models performed about as well and provided what the authors regardesl as goOd predictions.

In their unpublished manuscript, Malone et al. examine the:ability often alternative trajectory
models to predict final grade placement, given time on a CAI drill and practice program in reading and
matheihatics. The ten.models differ with respect to (1).assumptions regarding the power factor; k;(2)
assumptions 'regarding use of performance information consisting of grade placement at interim points in
the course; (3) assumptions regarding use of initial gradeplacement; and (4) assumptions regiirding how to
esthriat the learning rateparameter,..b. Data from approximately 3,000 students in third through sixth
grades in the Fort Worth Independent School District were used in the analysis. The standard error ofthe
difference between observed and predicted gradeplaceinent is used as the goodness of prediction measure.
The authors find that the simplest two of the ten models; gives the best predictions. These are mOdels that

'assume that gain in grade placement is linear in time (or the sqUate root of time) on the system, rising from
the last Observed grade placement at a rate that is estimated from the population average. The author's
explanation of the result that simpler models give better predictions is that the prediction was for a point
outside the range of observations.

.

the more parameters that are available to fit the observations, the more sensitive the
curve is to small random fluctuations in the data; and therefore the m_ ore radically it
can be wrong outside the range of the data. (Malone et al., 1977)

Other Studies of Student Progress

Other studies of student:progress have been based on correlational and regreision analyses to identify
factors explaining student rate of learning or to generate prediction. equations. A regression analysis may
be considered to be a mathematical model in:the sense of hypothesizing a linear relationship between the
rate of learning or-the course completion time and certain independeht variables. Such an apprOach
corresponds to the milestone model specified in the prbPosal and evaluated in the body of this report.
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A number of studies conducted by the Lparning R ch and Development Center (LRDC) at the

University of Pittsburgh (Wang, 1968; Wang, (970; W g and Lindvall, 1970) have examined. the relation-
ship between rate Of learning anct.such variables-as pupil,aptilude and. chievement.. The studies analyzed- ..
several sets of data collected on elementary school students who were participating in the Individually .

Prescribed lattruction Project (IPI) conducted by LRDC. Four alternative rates of progreSsweie formulated.
The rates expressed progress in terms of point gain on,tests, number of pages worked, and number of skills
learned:per, unit of time. Indendent variables included measures of aptitude, academic achievement, and --
prior classroom performance. .

Correlations between the rate measures and independent variables.were generally very small, the
largest correlations being-in the range between...2 and The results of multiple regression analyses,and
canonical correlation analyses indicated that there was some relationship between rates and the independent
variables. For example, Wang and Lindvall got multiple correlation coefficients in the range between .34
and .64. However, the regression coefficients were not consistent across data sets. Wang (1970) concluded
from the inconsistency in the results that "rate of learning-is specific to a .giventask and, is not a general
factor characterizing student performance in all learning situations."

Another study conducted at the LRDC and reported by Yeager and Kissel (1969) confirms the .
importance of using variables related to the task in attempting to, predict completion times. Data on
between 63 and 69 elenientary-schbof students in eight different units of a mathematics pfogram were used
Days needed to master .the unit was the dependent variable and five independent variables were selected
based on hypotheses concerning the process by, which a\tacher mightdevelop a student's prescription.
The found that between 52% and 71.% of the variance in completion tirnes.on given learning units

-could be accounted for by.the five variables selected for /study: A student s snit pretest score and the
number-ofzkills be would have -to master in a given unit were the two of time -to master
a given unit. Age was a consistent, although less strong, predictor. IQ and number of units previously
mastered Were found to be relatively poorpredictors. Thus, variables that were the most closely related
to learning the-required task.Were the best predictors of completion times.
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A study of Wagner; Behringer, and Pattie(1973) on individualized course completion time predictions
was very similar to the present study. The, objective of the-study was to accurately predict each student's.
coursecompletion date. prior to graduation, for a U.S. Army Stock Control and Accounting Specialist
cours&that was being converted to an individualiied curriculum at the_time of the study.

.
Their literature revieled to two conclusions that they used in their approach to the problem: (1):

measlires of aptitude directly relevant to the course are better predictors of coMpletion time than general
aptitude measures: and (2) the best predictionequation of course completion time would be linear in the
independent variables.

In the first:phase of the dy, available predictor variables consisting of scores on the Armed
Forces Qu2lificationiest (A T) and the Army Classification 'Battery (ACB) Of tests were correlated
with time to completion and performance scores on sections of the conventional course that had been
self-paced. With between 61-and 77 students included in four separateanalyses, the highest correlation
with time to criterion was -34 achieved by the Arithmetic Reasoning test in the ACB.

I.

During the second and third phases of the study, a test battery was developed Measured skills
and knowledge relevant to the specific course. Prediction equations were developed using a Stepwise,
regression analysis with instructional time and totalcourse time as dependent variables. One of the
major findings was that by groUping students according to mode of instruction; either audiovisual (AV)
or programmed instruction text (pp, a substantial improvement in prediction W4achieved: The multiple
correlations corresponding to the final prediction equations using only baseline variables were .65 and 34
for the AV and P1 students, respectively, with 52 and.81. students, respectively. Whenwithin7tourse--

.> sp
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performance times were inclUded in the prediction, equations, the multiple regressions increased to about
-85 for both groups. The baseline variables that entered both sets of equations were the score on the
AFQT and soor,es on several course-specific tests.

Review of Incentives and Intervention Strategies

ksignificant aspect of Air Force technical training is the oveFall. motivation on the part of trainees
4o pursue theiecourse-of study- in an efficient anddedicated.manner. Many trainees will be adequately
motivated. by adesire to learn; the old maxim, "learning is its own_reward," appears to have a real-world.
basis. For these trainees, improving-the quality of instructionalmaterial, instructors, andeducational prOce-
dures is the key to minimizing their course completion times. For Winees without some minimum of
motivation, the training course will take longer and be less effective, even if the instructional material and
instructors are of high quality. Therefore, improving motivation is an important aspect of producing more
efficient training...

The literature on this general topic is very large, much:too large to permit a comprehensive review.
Fortunately, hoWever, the Air Force sponsored several recent research-projects focused on the specific
problems of motivation related to the Lowry AIS courses (Pritchard, Von Bergen, and DeLeo, 1974;

7 Klimoslci, Raben, Haccotin, and Gilmore, 1974 Raben, Wood, Klirnosici and Hakel, 1974,Wood, Hakel,
Del Gaizo; and Klimoslci, 1975). TheSe projects includ coinprehensive reviews of the literature, analysis
of attempts to use incentives.tc enhance motivation'of trainees, ancPgeneral Conceptual analyses of
motivation in technical training and education. Since numerous studies have fOund that the best approach
to predicting learning rates and to conducting aptitude-treatment analysis is one tailored to the particular
instructional setting (Cronbach and Snow, 1977; Wagner, Behringer, and Pattie, 1973; Packard, 1972; Wang,
1968; Yeager and Kissel, 1969), it seems. reasonable that prediction of responses to incentives needs to be
-considered in a specific setting as well, and that the Air Force reports .deserve special emphasi?-

..ty One of the. Air Force reports is simply an annotated biliogr,iphy of 234 references (Klimoslci et al.,
1974). The companion report is an analytical review of the literature (Raben et al., 1974),.the major con-
elusion of which is that social reinforcement is related to a large number of "moderating" variables in
extremely dOmpliCated manner.,This makei it impossible, at the present time, to predict the effects
social reinforcement in a training situation. However, it is worthWhile to-experiment with social reinforce-
ment because of its. relatively low cost and its effectiveness with at _least some individuals.

One empirical study (Pritchard et al-, 1974) was an experimenfusing three different incentive motiva-,
tion systems: high - feasibility chehp and easy to jrnplement)incentives based On 'performance .(magni-
ttide:Of block scores); high -feasikility incentives based on effort (behavior in.the course), and high- and
feasibility incentives abased on efpirt. Pritchard et al. made a fairly comprehensive review of the literature
and interviewed -trair teeas instructional staffand'administratcirs in two technical courses at Chanute AFB
to idttify relevant incentives, implemented the three incentive systenis, and analyzed the effects of
incentves on trainee performance. The major conclusion was that only the incentive system including"
low-feasibility (i.e., expensive or difficult to arrange) incentives was 'cost-effective. The study suggests th
foil' wing 'delines:

) Incentives must be fairly powerful: "Every attempt should be made to use incentives
such as choice of assignment, promotion, and extra leave" (p. 214).

(2) Incentives are not cost-effective in courses where students are already perforining
near capacity.

(3) Self-paced courses are most appropriate for incentive techniques.
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(4) Frequent reinforcement should be scheduled: opportunities to earn points should occur
at leaSt once a.day.

(5) Both authority figures with whom the student comes in daily contact and his peers should
provide positive social reinforcement for high performance.

. .

Johnson, Salop, and Harding (1972) report two analogous studies of student responses to incentives
a* disincentives in anaviation mechanital fundanientals course utilizing CMI materials_ They found an/
average saving of 11% over controls when a low-feasibility incentive choice of SerVice Rating course .

= after gra.duation -7 was used.

Prediction equations developed from Navy Basic Test Battery scores-and times from pievi(Sui classes
were used predict completion times for each of the experimental students. They were told that the order

_ -in which they could choose from among available Service Rating courses would, depend on the ratio of
their predicted completion 'tithes to their actual completion times. They were also given the disincentive of
a Saturday morning study session if they-lagged too far behind their predicted progress rate, but this was
never, applied because no student fell very far behind his predicted rate.

Both the experiniental group and the control group were given the incentive of afternoons and
.evenings off for whateve days remained between the day they completed the course and the day the
course, officially ende IzaVes away from the base were not-granted. The time allotted io the course was ,
the same as that allot d to the-same course taught by traditional methods; the aim ofthe incentive -

prograna was evidently to minimize theilmber of CMI students who took longer' than the allotted course
time, because no provision' was made for assigning students to their initial duty station immediately if they
finished the course early.. , .

The incentive students (experinientals).did nocitffer significantly from controls in scores on final
tests when scores on the Arithmetic Reasoning TeSt (their best single predictor) were used as covariates to
reduce within-group variability. They also did not differ markedly in attitude toward the course and toward
the quality of their work. They did differ significantly in course completion time, averaging 31% less time
than the control group. Choice of (or at least having some controlover) one's training specialization and
location of duty assignment thus:seerns to be a very effective incentive. 27

Johnson et al. do noediscuss-how well their' predictive eqUations fit actual student times in paq,
courses. They also do not discuss the 'circumstances and motivation of stu ants taking the Navy Basic Test
Battery. Since it would be, advantageous- O a student to do"pOorly on the aptitude tests, given the -
incentive criterion used inthe course; thought should-tie given to motivating every student to do his best
on the preassessment tests as well as in the course. If this is not possible, perhaps pfeinduction acadernic

.

perforrnatice should be used to weight preassessment scores, or a progress criterion weighted to some
degree by all past students' rates should be used:

The last of the highly relevant Air Force reports (Woodet al., 075) concerned the identificatiOn of
incentives and analysis of them in terms of feasibility, attractiveness, and other characteristics_A list of
incentives was deliehaped through interviews, literature review, and'group meetings: This list, {as evaluated

.and refined through survey procedures with trainees and instructors.
.

The more attractive incentilies involved an effect directly on the trainee, for example, some choice
in duty assignment or immediate promotion upon graduation. These tended to be quite costly or low in
administrative feasibility,. but their potential strength is supported by Katz's (1971) finding that many
Navy recruits were highly motivated by upward social mobility when they signed up, and by Johnson,
Salop, and Harding's finding that choice of speCializatfon course and choice of initial duty assignment
(even a choice between East Coast and West Coast) were the most valued of the available incentives.
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Wood et al.-found that Black trainees were more likely to prefer recognition-type incentives and
White trainees were more likely to prefer control- and future- career - oriented incentives. They conclude with

a proposal to experiment with four incentive systems:

AFHRL-TR-78-7

(1) Incentives administered by the instructor based on trainee Pe Jew

(2) Incentives. administered by the instructor and the class as azroup based on individual
performance.

(3) Incentives administered by the instructor toofie individual based on the performance
of the class as a group.

.-(4) Incentivei administered by the instructor and the class.based on performance of the
class.

These four systems vary, along the need-related or `!dynamic" dimension as defined by Bond (1971),
and do not pl-oVide for comparisons or study of interaction of task-related ("intrinsic") incentives and
external, motivators.(rewards). Thus this experiment does not permit evaluation of rewards that combine
needrela-ted incentives with external motivation, e.g., promotion in rank for honor students. Nor doeS it
address Bond's evidence that effective external motivators reduce task-related,:intrinsic satisfaction. Lowry
course managers concerned with cost-effectiveness will want to weigh the greater power of various external
motivators against the lower cost of task-related and some need-related incentives.

Among the many studies of traits that might respond to need-related incentives are those of
SPielberger et al. regarding anxiety in students. Spielberger, O'Nei, and Hansen (1972) foUnd that students
experiencing highanxiety states tend to make more errors and perform less Well on creative tasks thin -

students who do not feel threatened. Spielberger et al. cite studies which found that computer instruction
lessens stress-on anxious students and enables them to perform better. However, an incentive system that
included disincentives or competition for greatly desired rewards, particularly socially oriented rewards,
might raise tlAir anxiety levels to a point where their progress might be hampered. Even low-anxiety trait
students, vitYmay possibly perform better under slight pressure 4Spielberger et al., 1972), may do poorly
if they are low in ability and "the task is taken seriously" (Cronbach and Snow, 1977, p.398).

Stress might be particularly likely if course materials are inadequate. According to Jamison, Supper,
and Wells (1974) a study made-by Shrable and Sassenrath (1970) found "that an easy program with short
steps is better suited to persons who are low on need for achievement and high on fear of failure or test
anxiety, and that a difficult program vtith long steps is preferable. for those with a high need for achievement
and low fear of failure." Howevd, Tobias and AbramSon (1971) failed to replicate this anxiety finding.
Cronbach and Snow (1977) summarize a number of experimental studieson this topic by saying that it
is not yet "under control". All that can really be said about anxiety' and need for achievement ha. they
may iffect student progress differentially when a particular incentive system is introduced, and th
should be monitored in case. the incentive .19sterri would work better if tailored to this aspect of a trainee's

personality:

Innovations To StimulateResponsbility

Another way to view the problem of motivation in a self-paced course is to consider how to stimulate
self-responsibility for one's own learningina student who is not useto having any latitude in his rate.
Gordon (1970) suggests a gradual transfer from the teacher to the students, OE responsibility for what,
how, and hoW fast students learn.
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Other techniques that may Rromote more responsibility in students in a self-pacedlearning
environment have been explored by several researchers. One of these is "micro teaching" or "peer tuto
in Which a student who has mastered a skill assists a peer in learning it. Colton (1974) fOund that the pier
tutor was able to do this at no cost to his own performance, although he'may not have incltided time as a
consideration. Sloan (1970)'found that college students successfully coaseled other college students on
academic, social, and personal adjustment problems. This could be extended to having a student counsel
another one in techniques to'increase his rate of progress. In one of the Lowry incentive studies,: the .
chance to tutor a classmate was viewed as one of the more desirable high-feasibility incentives. Of course,
a strongincentive system might work agairist the willingness offaster students to serve as tutors, unless it were
structured to foster helpfulness. (The same reasoning would suggest' that cheating might become a problem
with a strong incentive system. )From a cost-effectiveness point of view, it would be necessary to test
whether enough improvementin student times occurred to offset the cast of the program. Cohen and Fish-
bein (1976) report success in training company commanders to have different behavior intentions using CAI,
and this technique (a CAI guidance program) could help the student identify and alter his attitudes toward
learning. Cogswell (1966) counseled students regarding their performances via computer. A similar program
could coach the *dent in techniques' for making rapid progress in the course. Such programs could conceiv-
ably replace at least some Of the counseling sessions specified in the current SPMS for students who fall behind.

A type of intervention strategy that was not included in the Air Force studies is giving the student
.

information on the average or top performance times of past students on a section of a course. This could
provide a standard by which the trainee could gauge his own learning rate, and could be given to him either
instead of, or along with, the prediction charts based on theirpresassessm' ent scores that are presently used.
Colton (1974) gave students in one section of his self-paced college media course the average.Completion
times of past students on each unit, telling them to treat' the infOrmation as "a possible guide to determine
how efficiently they were usir.7 their time" (p. 284). The experimental section averagedless time`than the

coktrol section on 18 of 22 tasks.. ak, mn,er, they averaged more time than the pilot group whose
.6i6rage times they hac been told. The forme, aims, subjectrnatter, and students in this class were different
from those in the Lewry courses. and it as ne a tightly' controlled experiment, so comparability is

uncertain: In a stud: o "aval personnel learning use complex control systems, Myers (1969) found that
giving students infcrmaLon on post-training perfr.-..-rnance times ofcourie graduates definitely improved
then- speed. Again, drcumstances were differein froth the Lowry courses, and transferability is uncertain..

,Teel (1967) reporting the use of .a contract approach in an electricity-electronics course found that
some students. responded well to this treatment and some did not, feeling that they needed more guidance

e.-in acquiring tundamentzisl',Face-to face meetings setting up contracts-on a-smaller scale; e.g.,overc ming a
lack of a .prerequisite skill or completing a block'of lesSons by a certain date might help so
students to manage their time -better. It might possibly improveclass firms if contracts were Sed for all

,studen'ts rather than only as a counseling tool for those who fall behind.'

Other techniques that have been used.include team learning and varied presentation of m aerial,
where the student chooses how he wishes to be taught a given section of .the course.

O

,r Methods to Improve Course,Material

Finally, it should be noted that good course material can 'stimulate an interest in learning and maxi-

mize progresS; and improving instructional materials could conceivably lead to significant time savings.

This can be done rigorously, using a-computer model dithe state of knowledge of the student at any point
in -the: course, as is being attempted by Self (1974). It could alsoj.be done (through experimentation) by
derming'an aptitude:treatment decision network to evaluate student progress at many checkpoints and
provide .the learning conditionsmoit- suited to hiS current state of knowledge, ability, and personality
(SchWen1973)..Farr(1973) describes three sophisticated CAI,prOgranii that combine thoroUgh analysis of

. -
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the subject's structure with flexible presentation. These approaches are expensive and may not be achievable
with some types.of course material. A more practical approach to improving the course might be to elicit
detailed feedback from students"who encounter difficulties in the course and frompeople who work. closely
with students. Also, records of student, times on small segments of the course could be analyzed to pinpoint
bottlenecks. Perhaps. counseling sessions could include discussions of what changes in the course might help
student progress. This emphasis in counseling sessions might improve the counselors' perceptions of their
role and make them more likely to follow procedures. Also, typical gaps in the entering Students' baCkL;

ground could be identified perhaps with "mini- lesson" tests such as those implemented by Wagner et al.
(1973) and suitable precourse remediation provided; experimentation would deterriiine whether such
remediation improved course completion times. Anderson (1976) foundin a study of 90-eighth-grade stu-
dents that "A group of students'enter a particular learning sequence with Unequal amounts of relevant
prior learning," but "by complementing inequality in learner characteristics with inequality in instructional
time and help in the early units, we.can approach student equality in later units, not only in theachievernent
level attained, but also in.the amount of on-task time needed to attain the criterion level" (p. 233). Struc-
tured observation of student behavior in the classroom has been used by Spielberger et al. (1972) to identify
portions of a course that produce anxiety in students, and by Yeager and Lindvall (1968) to evaluate instrud-
tional innovations: Finally, course material can be examined to see 'whether it follows sound educational'
.princiPles such as eliciting active behavior froin the student (Suppes,-1964); providingquick feedback
remediation with "enough information for the student to'diagnose his own shortcomings" (Rosenbaum
1969, p. 3), and avoiding ambiguity, excessive repetition, and requiring unrelated

Conclusions

Based on the review of the literature on mathrnatical model's of student progress and on motivation
and intervention strategies, the following conclusions were made:

There are very few glabal,rnathematical models of student progress.

1 The mathematical models teat have been found to be most successful at-prediction have been
those with relatively simpte structure.- , .

.

The accuracy of prediction of student progress increases as a function of,"the relevance'of the
. predictor variablei, to the learning task:

-. Powerful exte ial incentives improve sltitlentpdrformance; intrinsic. (task-related) or social .

incentives have less of t, but are generally easier to implement becauie of lower cost.

..Spnie powerful external incentives may diiplace and otkers augment. the effect of
intrinsic or social incentives whemboth are present. \
Response to incentives varies -!iy the demogaphiccharacteristics of the students, such
as age arid socioeconomic status, as well as by aptitude and prior knowledge. It may also
vary depending on measurable perionality traits.

Aside from incentives; rate of learning can be increased by improving instructional material
and the quality of instruction, and by fostering self-responsibility through innovative approaches.

/
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Appendix B
SUMMARY STATISTICS

AFHRIaqk-78-7

C

For purposes of reference, the sumrnary statistics for the data included in the analysis are shown in
Table B-1' and 8-2. Table B-1 shows-the means and standard deviations for the baseline variables curpulative

block elapsed times, and selected cumulative lesson elapsed times. Table B-2 gives the correlationeknong
the Variables included in the analyses.
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. Table B-1

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR VARIABLES
INCLUDED IN THE EVALUATION

(n = 368)*

Variable Type: Variable Title

Baseline Sex
Highest School Year Completed
Age at Course Entry
Reading Vocab. General Scale
Reading Vocab. Scientific Scale
Reading Vocab. Total Scale
Pre-Course State Curiosity
Pre-Course State Anxiety....

Mean S.D.

(79% male)
12.4 .9

20.9 2.6
133 5.1
8.0 2.9

213 7.4
64.1 8.8
37.4 8.9
25.5 5.8
36.4 _8.8
14.6 43

7.4
10.7 2.6
6.8 1.8
4.9 1.4

.5 1.4
. 6.8 1.5

43 1.6
6.1 12:1

103 3.2
203 7.1

5.8 2.7
18.6*4 2.8
353 5.0

Trait Curiosity
Q.'''.Trait' Anxiety

Internal-External Scale
Text Anxiety 30.0
Prefer. fOr Audio Mode
Prefer. for Visual Mode

- Prefer: for-Printed Mode .

Experience with Self:Pacing it.
Experience with Convent. Instru.
IM/MF.Reading Subscale 1
IM/MF Reading Subscale 2
IM/MF Reading Total
IM/MF Logical Reasoning Scale
Concealed Figures Scale

. Memory for. Numbers Backward Scale

. 'Memory for Numbers Total Scale
Cumulative Actual CABELT 1 1219,

Block Elapsed CABELT 2 2915
.

Times** , CABELT 3 5210
\-, - CABELT 4 6601

CABELT 5 8218
CABELT 6 9405

Cumulative Lesson CET9 (Brock 1) 1033

Elapsed Times at CET19 (Block 2) 2378

the End of Each CET31 (Block 3) 4025.
Block '` CET40 (Block 4) .5063

CET52 (Block 5) 6250
CET61 (Block 6) ' 7186

439
875

1449 7
1726
2038 .
2193
336
677
1073.

1311
1504
1.640

*Students- in course vetsion 1 with all bloc elapsed times reliable and a course entry date in OW.

**Sum of block elapsed times minusth of absence times.
4
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Table B-2

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN BASELINE VARIABLES AND
CUMULATIVE TIME VARIABLES AND AMONG

CUMULATIVE TIME VARIABLES
(n = 36§)

Variable
Label CABELT1 CABELT2 CABELT3 CAB ELT4 CABELT5 CA.BELT6

SEX .28 .27 ' .27 .27 .26 .25
r HIYEAR .01 .01 .01 .00 .00 .01

ENTAGE .08 .08 .06 .05 .02 .03
RVOC -.22 -.27 -.27 -.27 -.27 -.25
RVOCSC -.20 -.24 -.26 -.26 -.27 -.25
RVOCTL -.23 -.28 -.29 -.29 -.29 -.27
STCUR .07 .05 . .02 .03 .01 .02
STANX .08 .09 - .11 .10 .10 .10
TRCUR .09 .08 .07 .07 .06 .06
TRANX .03 .00 .02 .03 .04 .04
IESCL -.04 -.13 -.17 -.17 -.18 -.17
TSTANX .13 .17 .17 .18 .19 .18
PREFA .09 .00 .01 .01 .01 .00
PREFV .03 .04 .03 .03 .03
PRE FP -.04 .05 .06 .06 _06 .06
EXPSP -.08 .10 .11 .12 .11 .12
EXPCI -.18 -.25 -.27 -.28 ---.29 -.29
READS! -.24 -.30 -.30 -31 -.32 ' -.32
READS2 -.28 -.33 -.33 -.32 -31. -.30
READST -31 -.37 -.37 -36 ' -.37 -.35
LOGREA -.23 -.34 -.31 -.31 -.30 -.30
CONFIG -.05 M -40 k -.10 -.1 1 -.1 0, -.11
MEMNB .05 -.`09 -.16 -.15 -.14 '-..1.3

-.. MEMNT .02 -.14 -.20 -.18 -.17' -.15
CABELT I

-
_ . .87 - .76 .75 .72 .71

CABELT2 .87 --- ) .93.; .91 .88 .86
CABELT3 .76 .93 .99 .96 .94
CABE LT4 .75 .91 .99 k .98 .97
CABELT5 .72. - .88 :96 - .98 .99
CAB ELT6 .71 .86 .94 .97 . .99 -

.CET9 .80 .80 .73 3 2 .70 t.. .69
CETI 9 .73, -84 '.`80 .79 - .78 .76

-' CET31 .69 .80 .82 .83 .80 .79
CET40 .68 .78 . .81 .83 .81 .80
CET52 .68 37 .80 .83 .83 :83
CET61 .66 ..76 .79 .82 .83 .84
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Table B-2 (Continued)

Variable'
Label CET9 CET19 Ctr31

SEX .27 .22 .23
HIYEAR .00 4 .00 -.02
ENTAGE .06 .04 .05
RVOCGN -.32 -.29 -2.7...
RVOCSC -.25 -.25* -.22
RVOCTL -32 -30 -.28
STCUR .06 .05 .06
STANX- .11 .12 .10
TRCUR .10 , .08 .09
TRANX .01 .01. .00
IESCL -.09 -.13 -.11
TSTANX .19 ..2/ .1

'PREFA .04 .02 .00
PREFV .02 -.05 -.06
PREFP -.09 -.09 -.09 .

EXPSP -.15 -.15 -.14
EXI'CI -.28 -.28 -.29
READSI -30 -.31 -.2&
READS2 -.30 .....29 -.28:
READST -35 -35 -33
LOGREA -.28 -.32 -.30
CONFIG -.10 -.09 -.06
MEMNB -.09 -.09 -.10
MEMNT - -.09 -.10 -.12 -

(FOr CABELTs (see previous page)

_

CET9 - .90 ..82

CET19 .90 .93
CET31 .82 .93
CET40 .78 ...89 . .98 .

CET52 33 .84 .94
CET61 . .71 .. .81 .91

CET40 CET52

.23 t;'2
-.03 .00

.05 .05
-.25 -.23
-.20 -.19
-.26 -23

.05 .04

.09 .07

.091 .10
-.01. -.02
-.10 -.08

.17 .15
.01 .01

-.04 -.05
-.08 -.07'
-.14 -.13
-.28 -.26
-.28 -.28
-.28 -.26
-33 -32
.,29 -.27
-.06 -.03
-.10 -.08
-.12 -.10

38 3 3
.139 , .84
.98 ...94

-, . .98
.98
.95 ., . .99.

CET61

.21

.01

.05
-.21 -
-.f7
-.22

.05
.06
.09

-. -.02
-.06

.12

.01
-.03
-.06
-.13
-.26
-.28
-.26
-31
-.26
-.04
-.07
-.09
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